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The work presented herein was performed by the National Center for Research

in Vocational Education on behalf of the Consortium for the Development of

Professional Materials for Vocational Education. Sponsors and members of

the Consortium for 1981-1982 included the following states and/or cooperat-

ing agencies: the Arizona Department of Education, Vocational Education

Division, and Northern Arizona University, the Center for Vocational Edu-

cation; the Florida Department of Education, Division of Vocational Edu-

cation, and Florida International University; the Illinois State Board of

Education, Department of Adult, Vocational, and Technical Education, and

Southern Illinois University at Carbondale; the Michigan Department of

Education, Vocational-Technical Education Services, and Michigan State Uni-

versity; the Uhio State Department of Education, Division of Vocational Edu-

cation; and the Pennsylvania Department of Education, Bureau of Vocational

Education, and TeMple University, Department of Vocational Education. The

opinions expressed herein do not, however, necessarily reflect the position

or policy of any of the sponsors, and no official endorsement by them should

be inferred.
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FOREWORD

The need tor competent administrators of vocational education has long

been recognized. The rapid expansion of vocational education programs and

increased Student enrollments have resulted in a need for increasing numbers

of vocational administrators at both the secondary and postsecondary levels.

Preservice and inservice administrators need to be well prepared for the com-

plex and unique skills required to successfully direct vocational programs.

The effective training of local administrators has been hampered by the

limited knowledge of the competencies needed by local administrators and by

the limited availability of competency-based materials specifically designed

tor the preparation of vocational administrators. In response to this press-

ing need, the Occupational and Adult Education branch of the U.S. Office of

Education, under provisions of part C--Research of the Vocational Education

hnendments of 1968, funded the National Center for a scope of work entitled

"Development of Competency-Based Instructional Materials for Local Adminis-

trators of Vocational Education" during the period 1975-77. That project had

two major objectives:

1. To conduct research to identify and nationally verify the competen-

cies considered important to local administrators of vocational

education.

2. To develop and field test a series of prototypic competency-based

instructional packages and a user's guide. One hundred sixty-six

(166) high priority competencies were identified and six prototypic

modules and a user's guide were developed, field tested, and revised.

Although six modules had been developed, many more were needed to have

canpetency-based materials that would address all the important competencies

that had been identified and verified. In September 1978 several states

joined with the National Center for Research in Vocational Education to form

the Consortium for the Development of Professional Materials for Vocational

Education, Those states were Illinois, Ohio, North Carolina, New York, and

Pennsylvania. The first five states were joined by Florida and Texas later

in the first year and by Arizona and Michigan in the fourth year (1981-82).

The first objective of the Consortium was to develop and field test additional

competency-based administrator modules of which this is one.

Several persons contributed to the successful development and field

testing of this module on developing applications and proposals for funding

vocational education. Nancy F. Puleo, Program Assistant, assumed the major

responsibility for reviewing the literature and for preparing the actual manu-

script. Recognition also goes to the two consultants who helped conceptualize

the module and prepared draft materials for the manuscript: Howard Friedman,

Project Director, Innovative Occupational Skills Program, New York City Public

Schools, New York, New York; and Nila Hibdon, Dean of Vocational-Technical

Education, State Fair Community College, Sedalia, Missouri.
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INTRODUCTION

Vocational programs cannot be started, continued, or improved without

adequate tinancial resources. Like it or not, securing the necessary funds

to support instructional programs and other related activities is one of the

most critical challenges facing vocational administrators every year. Suc-

cessful resource development requires your best personal and professioreal

effort to ensure tnat sufficient dollars are available to meet student, statt,

and institutional needs.

Fortunately, a number of financial sources are usually available to sup-

port vocational education programs. Unfortunately, these funds are not auto-

matically made available each year. Rather, funds from the federal, state,

and local levels must be aggressively sought. This requires the skillful

use of specialized and often quite different procedures. Another module in

this series, entitled Identify Financial Resources tor Vocational Education,

addresses how to successfully locate many different federal, state, and-57Eal

public and private funding sources.

This module is concerned with the two most common procedures used regu-

larly by vocational administrators to obtain state and/or federal funds to

help supplement the always limited local resources available. One procedure

that results annually in the acquisition of the most state and federal dol-

lars tor vocational education is known as the program application process.

Applications are usually submitted annually toTsee-TTITTITIETTTWITOTE-FF con-

ducting instructional programs and providing related student services. The

applications require the submission of completed forms to the correct state

educational agency on or before the announced deadline dates. Failure to meet

all requirements can mean financial disaster.

The second procedure that results annually in the acquisition of many

program development and improvement dollars for some schools and-colleges--and

zero dollars for many others--is the project proposal process. Proposals pro-

vide a means to gain access to an important alternative source of funding for

many secondary and postsecondary institutions. Progressive vocational admin-

istrators are keenly aware ot the many dollars that are available for such

activities as curriculum development, program evaluation, and staff develop-

ment to those possessing the knowledge and skills needed to prepare successful

proposals.

While both financial procedures are used effectively by the competent

administrator, the actual steps involved vary considerably. This module

addresses the knowledge and skills you need as a vocational administrator to

successfully use both procedures to support your institution's many financial

needs.



0 Module Structure and Use

This module contains an introduction and five sequential learning experi-

ences. Overviews, which precede each learning experience, contain the

objective tor each experience and a brief description of what the learning

experience involves.

Objectives Terminal Objective: While working in an aotual adminis-

trative situation, develop applications and proposals for

funding vocational education.' Your perforance. Will be

assessed,by your resoUrcz person, using the °Administrator

Performance Assessment:FOrm," 44). 1.11.11, (Learning Experi

ence V)

Enabling Objectives:

1. After completing the required reading, demonstrate

knowledge of the differences between applications

and proposals and of the process for preparing and

submitting program applications. (Learning Experi-

ence I)

2. Aftdr completing the required reading, demonstrate

knowledge of administrative activities that support

the development of project proposals. (Learning

Experience II)

3. After.completing the required reading, demonstrate

knowledge of the process for writing and submitting

project proposals. (Learning Experience III)

- 4. Given a sample state-level RFP, iden',ify the guidelines

it contains for planning, developing, and submitting a

project proposal. (Learning Experience IV)

Prerequisites To complete this module, you must have competency in identi-

fying financial resources. It you do not already have this

competency, meet with your resource person to determine what

method you will use to gain this skill. One option is to

complete the information and practice activities in the fol-

lowing module:

Resources

Identity Financial Resources for Vocational Education

A list of the outside resources that supplement those con-

tained within the module follows. Check with your resource

person (1) to determine the availability and the location

of these resources, (2) to locate additional references



specific to your situation, and (3) to get assistance in
setting up activities with peers or observations of skilled
administrators.

Learning Experience I

Required

A COPY OF THE APPLICATION/LOCAL-PLAN MATERIALS
furnished by your state education agency to local
schools and colleges with vocational programs.

Optional

UNE OR MORE. CUNTRACT/GRANT AGENTS IN YOUR STATE
EDUCATION AGENCY whom you can interview regarding
their experiences in reviewing program applications.

Learning Experience II

No outside resources

Learning Experience III

Optional

A RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT OFFICER (or similarly titled
person) whom you can interview concerning his/her
experience in writing proposals.

COPIES UF FUNDED PROPOSALS that you can review and
critique.

Learning Experience IV

Optional

A REQUEST FUR PROPOSAL (RFP) from your own state edu-
cation agency that you can review and analyze.

Learning Lxperience V

Required

AN ACTUAL ADMINISTRATIVL SITUATION in which, as part
of your duties, you can develop applications and pro-
posals tor funding vocational education.

A RESOURCE. PLRSUN to assess your competency in
developing applications and proposals for funding

vocational education.



Selected Terms Administratorrefers to a member of the secondary or post-

secondary administrative team. This generic term, except

where otherwise specified, refers to the community college
president, vice-president, dean, or director; or to the

secondary school principal, tirector, or superintendent.

User's Guide

Boardrefers to the secondary or postsecondary educational

governing body. Except where otherwise specified, the term

"board" is used to refer to a board of education and/or a

board of trustees.

Institutionrefers to a secondary or postsecondary educa-

tional agency. Except where otherwise specified, this

generic term is used to refer synonymously to secondary

schools, secondary vocational schools, area vocational

schools, community colleges, postsecondary vocational and

technical schools, and trade schools.

Resource Personrefers to the professional educator who is

directly responsible for guiding and helping you plan and

carry out your professional development program.

Teacher/Instructor--these terms are used interchangeably to

refer to the person who is teaching or instructing students

in a secondary or postsecondary educational institution.

Ior information that is common to all modules, such as

procedures tor module use, organization of modules, and

definitions of terms, you should refer to the following

supporting document:

Guide to Usiny Competency-Based Vocational Education

Administrator Materia s. Co umbus, OH: The Center for

Vocational Education, The Ohio State University, 1977.

This module addresses task statement number 28 from Robert E. Norton et al.,

The Identification and National Verification of Competencies Important to

Secondary and Post-Secondary Administrators of Vocational Education (Columbus,

OH: The Center for Vocational Education, The Ohio State Uni ersity, 1977).

The 16b task statements in this document, which were verified as important,

form the research base for the National Center's coMpetency-based adminis-

trator module development.
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Activity

ftirielli

You will be reading the information sheet, "Making Applica

tion,for Federal and State Vocational Fundsp",144.

Learning Experience I

OVERVIEW

After completing the required reading, demonstrate knowledge

of the differences between applications and proposal's And

of the process for preparing-,,and submitting grogram applica-

. tions.

Activity

k

I I Optional
Activity

" .

You will be arranging through your resourCe perion to obtain

a copy of application materials from your state department

of education..

You may wish to arrange through your resource person to

interview one or more contract/grant agents in your state

educatio agency regarding their exPerience in reviewing

annual vocational program applications.

You will be demonstrating knowledge of the differences

between applications and proposals and of the process for

preparing and submitting program applications by completing

the "Self Check," pp. 29-30.

You will be evaluating your competency by comparing your

completed "Self-Check" with the "Model Answers," pp. 31-32.

7
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t.or information about program applications and related funding

terms and procedures, read the following information sheet.

MAKING APPLICATION PO;:i FEDERAL AND STATE VOCATIONAL FUNDS

The world of funding can seem overwhelming to the new vocational adminis-

trator. Your role in actually obtaining funding will vary greatly, depending

on the size and location of your institution, as well as its Anternal hier-

archy. To best serve you; this module is written assuming that you, the voca-

tional administrator, will be in charge of managing and developing all the

funding requests for money to support the vocational program.

Let's begin with some clarification of terMs. Sometimes the same words

are used interchangeably by the funding sources; sometimes the same words

have different meanings, depending on the funding source involved. For clar,

ity, this module will use certain words in a generic sense. The types of

documents described in this module are just that: types. You must be able

to yet past the words used and understand the various types. Four pairs of

words are explained here. The definitions should help you distinguish between

the various documents, no matter which words the orgininating agency uses.

Application versus Proposal--This distinction is critical. For our

purposes, the application is the set of forms you must fill out to

receive funding approval from your state education agency (SEA). The

approval of this application will provide you with state and/or fed-

eral funds specifically designated for support of vocational education.

These funds primarily provide support for regular instructional pro-

grams. An application is usually noncompetitive.

In addition, you may seek funds through the proposal process. A pro-

posal is usually written to obtain-funds for extra or supplemental,

nonprogram activities such as research and curriculum development.

In addition to the SEA, there are several sources of funds available

through the proposal method. Asproposal is usually competitivg.; in

other words, your*proposal will be competing against other proposals

for the same--usually limited--dollars.

Sample I presents some distinguishing characteristics of applications

and proposals as they are addressed in this module.

Program versus Project--This pair of words relates closely to the

previous discussion because which of the two words is used depends

upon the funding source of the activity, as well as the nature of the

activity.

A program is the "regular" activity that is provided by your vocational

education departments (i.e. the instruction you provide for students).

It includes all of the activities supported by the regular budget for

vocational education.

9



SOME DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS

APPLICATIONS PROPOSALS

PurpOse Usually support for conducting instruc-
tional programs (e.g., salaries, equip-
ment, supplies)

Usually support for the cost of a
research, curriculum development,
exemplary, or other special project

Nature Involves completion of specific forms Usually Involves the development
of written material according to

given guidelines

,(eCtpwnt Usually the state education agency (SEA) Any of a number of potential spon-
sors, including the SEA

Lreat/vity Required 1 Low level High level

Yle O otument One to a few pages Usually 10-50 pages

'0'1( L?e,.:utred Limited; usually involves filling in the

blanks and providing brief explanations

Considerable; usually involves
extensive planning, development
of written material, and revisions

treoenty ot
Preparation

Prepared annually in most cases Prepared in response to a request
for proposal (RFP) or fundable idea

CrIterld Must meet federal and state guidelines Specific criteria, unique to spon-

sor's requirements



A project is any activity that is outside of what is generally con-

sidered to be the regular scope of work supported by the basic grant or

state vocational funds. Projects are supported by "soft" moneymoney

that is usually awarded through a competetive proposal process. Money

that supports projects is usually a specific amount--tied closely to

the activities and products outlined in a proposal--and is available

for a limited period of time. Projects may be staffed by people other

than regular instructional staff and tend to involve topics such as

curri4flum development, exemplary activities, or program improvement.

Local Plan versus Application--It is necessary here to point out a

cOmmon confusion. Some states use an application for funding that is

separate from the required annual local plan. Other states, combine

the two; some may not even specify that an application is required,

asking only for the local plan. This is something that.you must deter-

mine before you are ready to begin the task of obtaining funds for your

institution. It is important for your funding that yqu know how to
complete the local plan, whether or not it includes or eliminates the

need for an application tor state and federal vocational funds.1

Application versms Reimbursement ClaimThis may seem trite, but in

states where an application is required, you cannot ask for reimburse-

ment of money spent for your vocational program unless you have sub-

mitted and had approved an application Tor funding along with a local

plan, before your program begins operation.

Application Dos and Don'ts

It is vital to your program that application forms be completed cor-

rectly. Application forms are.usually completed and filed annually with your

SEA. These applications outline the information needed by the SEA in order

to approve funding for your instructional programs and related services. The

completed application forms must be submitted to the correct state agency on

or before a stated deadline date. If your institution's applications do not

meet all of the requirements, federal and state monies may not be forthcoming,

and you may have a financial disaster.

The following is a list of critical points to remember in submitting

an application. Items included in this list cover some of the most common

1. For information about local plans, you may wish to refer to Develop Local

Plans for Vocational Education: Part II, part of the Competency-Based Voca-

1-1710- Education Administrator Module Series (Columbus OH: The National

Center for Research in Vocational Education, The Center for Vocational Edu-

cation, The Ohio State University, 1981).

11



problems and mistakes found by SLA persons who review applications. Sample 2

shows portions of one state's application forms.

1. Make sure you have all the instructions. Read them carefully.

2. Note the contact person in the SEA.

3. Note all due dates; put them on your calendar.

4. Determine who must sign the documents before they leave your institution.
Allow time for obtaining signatures.

5. Type all forms.

6. Don't estimate; if the form asks for numbers or percentages, be exact.

7. Most applications are assigned a number. Know your number, and use it on

all correspondence.

8. Fill in all blanks that apply; it you're not sure, call your SEA contact

person.

9. Obtain all necessary signatures.

10. Make copies of all completed forms--one for your files and one for the

superintendent's/president's files.

11. Mail the completed application and appropriate attachments before the
stated deadline by certified mail to the correct address.

The importance of correctly filling out and filing applications for fund-

ing cannot be overemphasized. Whether or not your institution receives the
federal and stdte vocational dollars to which it is entitled depends upon your

care in completing the program application.

,



SAMPLE 2

SEA PROGRAM APPLICATION

OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF VOCATIONAL. AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION

FRANCA TUTTkE. OffilICTOS 315 MST SIXTH AVII. ITILLWATIS, OKLAHOMA 74074 A.C.14011 377.2000

January 12, 1931

MEMORANDUM

TO: School Superintendints

FROM:.A%riraacis Tuttle, State Director

SUBJECT: Local Application for Vocational Program(s)

To qualify for federal funds, your school is required to submit a local

application for all vocational programs every year. The enclosed

application package is for your use in requesting your vocational

programs for the 1981-82 school year.

Currently, a high school is eligible to receive a flat grant of $4,000

from the State Department of
Education for each regular and cooperative

secondary vocational program approved. The school also receives $125

per month per instructor from the State Department of Vocational-

Technical Education. Programs in area vocational-technical schools are

reimbursed on the area school formula. Pending legislation, the flat

grant and teacher reimbursement may be increased for the 1981-82 school

year.

Requests for proposals for special programs are also included in the

application package for your convenience. Although proposals for spe-

cial programs are accepted
throughout the year as long as funds are

available, those submitted by the deadlines specified will receive

priority funding. Separate proposals must be submitted for disadvan-

taged and handicapped programs.

Detailed instructions for completing this application and proposal

requests are included. Please read All_the material in this package

carefully and respond to each item which*requires your input. If you

have any questions, please
feel free to contact the Planning Division

at (405) 377-2000, Ext. 329 or 284, or your regional administrator.

Mete that completed applications are
due February 16, 1981.

Tbanh you for your cooperation.

SOURCE: "1982 Oklahoma State Plan" (Oklahoma City, OK: The Oklahoma State

Department of Vocational and-Technical Education, 1981).

13



Issrairrums FOR;CONPLETINd "APPLICATION FOR SECONDARY
krurzlpfE :apt ybcAtioirg, ,EDUCATION P1OGRAH(9"

Schedule k
.

StchednI.MA is ..41:1*st; oftbeyoSational -program in 'your school Which are
currently li.,eperatioM,end 'Inndedby -the State Department pf Volitional
and.Tithsti'al,,Eduletien.

Renfifte,4lt. 1ati élItts Clit*4441. Aind:,,tarrect ,any 'errere by marking
'.,thrOngh:';the', Correct, dein, anderiting the,- ceireltiOn,ln Ink on the fare

"f01; 4ieeed Aie$:)10044 be Auld oily- :to- correct errors' in
prograns curr*nt&y being Ofered2 (i.m.1, 'You' hid ten hone econolics
'tealhere ths yeer an& Schedule A showi Only one), and:'NOT 'titwreq(zest
.chalgea,- to 'lie Ailitc. next Lien' had airy one, .h7rne economics
-41i0A!c't141*.liiit!tii,"-Y+511,w,i}nt`0,1,04,0igt4fOteicc,
A'. 1.'1We 'the Itiiiikat 'APPlilition-No.". on the left-hen& .side .about an

inch -.from ..th*'7top. 'Record: thiir nueher for ftittire -Mem In, 'Co rrespon-
denCe ;ConlerninglOni.-applicatien.

Lorit'irOgree. Neap SOMe achoolvprefer to ,use ,a variation ot the
;official, #ste: ,DePartmen't oiVocational and' -Technical Education
prOiraM:naMM'in,:finietiOnirl!rislhurei: and other a4ciinots.- if the
prograirogiti&lik`CMOiritlY,,:kefired. to 'difilientlY in your ,arhoOl,
eittet, the '1Olar'dieignitiOn :in. 41 a local Aisne ie.:already
2,4*.ti.1,44..,im;revAl4q!,- y94, wi Oh.'

'State Depirtment ,Of Volitional ina' TechniCal Education ,Progrim
-Nine To:F. State IDePi.itatent- nil, Only.,

,A.k. 'ID'No. tk-',Fok,t-ptif-:.4girtiient use only.

A.S.. Level 7. Sel-...iiaccitiderY,
rrA
A4:=1 SPProied' for-hoth,:the, above,

Funding For 'State ;Depirtment Mee:only,

A.7. CP 'No - A- 6:siitiact.nuMber, shouLd- be indicate& 'for all speCial pro-
Sills*. .

.A.E. Nuakeeteachirs, A "held 'count" tOtaj.

A;9'.. 'Length of.'13gogran - :10 .moutii,or 12 Month contract.

A.40.Percent, ikepiloye&-50 ir." one-half time ,doring .contract Period
during contralt Period

A.11,Percent Prograi Length - Full-time equivalency (i.e.; 2 teachers
fuir-time and 1 teacher one-half tine =
256T rrE

14



Note: For special funded programs (those with cf. aUMbers) yeu

must file a proposal addendum requesting coitinuitiOa

with the Supervisor of Special Programa before April '141.

Schedule B

Schedule B is to be used (1) to delete programs from Scheduli.Awhieh',

you do not wish to operate next year, (2) to request changes roiramm

from Schedule A for next year (e.g.; add an additional'teaChari.Ainps-

"special" funding, reduce full-time teacher to end (3):to

request new programs which are not listed on Sche 'le A.

Deletions and Changes

3.1 For deleted and changed programs, refer to Schedule A to coiplete

appropriate blocks.

8.2. Indicate d z deletion; c change.

B.3. Indicate effective date.

Addition'

8.4. Indicate School Site and Code, Local Program Name, EffectivelDate

and Level (see A.5)

B.S. Funding - Indicate if "Spec(ial)" funding is desired. If net,

leave blank. If special funds are requested, see iustructiens,

for completing a proposal.

8.6. Indicate number of teachers requested; if the program is 10 or 12

month (length program); if the program is half- or full-day:

(% FTE).

8.7. Indicete month of start.

B.S. If area vocational-technical
school and program was offered

locglly this year but supplement funds are required for next

year, indicate with a check mark.

Schedule C

Schedule C solicits information
concerning your long-range plane.for'

vocational education and does not represent a firm commitment.

C.1. If you plan to expand your
offerings over the next fiye years

indicate (1) the programs you are most interested.inv (2) the

program level (secondary or adult) and (3) the school year in

which implementation is being considered.

C.2. If you plan to discontinue any programs over the aext five yeara,,

which you are cUrrently offering, refer to Schedule A sid'cOmplete

the appropriate blocks.

15



-
Schedule D

'Schedule, D coutains certain aLturances that, the appliCation has bean
,Pripired in acCordancs, 'With federal law and should be read 'carefully.

sa 'indicated.

Schedule I, '.

,Schisdula ütdf yon, need .to amend' your original epPlication
aftethaM/beark,iiiiiiitted 'to theState DePartment. '

14. lit,i<,Crvieral '40plication. Number free original apPlicatiom

I.; ,,lidicite,Schooltsme, /whines, City, and Dail.,

instinctiont tor Schedule B.

indfratid,

,Schedula

tie; raPasientative and -tita group represented for'mach
l`ediCate 411.to:tal number Of ,ketialee and the

1°44 ,niutliiti."-,4:,minotiiiits on :the coUncil. ;f you have .04416ii,S.,coii=
termini,* ,telpriSitial ,O1' this Counci/, contact jeur

Of,,the State 'Daps;tient ilf "VOcatiOnal
/444;t16:4,

Schedule 0

Write a -1:trief airrativi ,proViding the required description.
--ipPlidabier Only 'for ,sehbole in -the 'folloWing Countiei:

Cleyelind, 404c* 'Creek, ItOgan,.'04laienoa, Oiage, and Tulsa.

Assurances

Sigu Ita4 ieturh.

AWE SUEIliT ,0/101214 COPIES TO THE:

4anniiis ,b*vis ion
\Dklahims, State Department of Vocational

Cnd Technical:Education
1515, 'Veit Sixth i,.venue

Stillwater, .0E 74074
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GENERAL APPLICATION NO

SrSTtM

A,_10BE SS

STATE BOARD OF VOCATIONAL & TECHNICAL EDUCATION
APPLICATION FOR

SECONDARY & FULL-TIME ADULT
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM(S)

FOR SCHOOL YEAR 19

iPtFASE REFER TO THIS NUMBER WHEN COMPLETING SUPP% EMENTAL FORMS ANDCORRESPONDENCE

rei above ,sarned scn,x,4 I stK t hity the follovong apptoyed Vocational reCtinwai Educahon programs in operation during the Current year

'too ,hluests L onlooao, of thou+ ponrirry for ',scat exCept as deleted a changed OR Schedule

t. Of A, ROGRAM NAME

N,,Tt I o Av5..to .*Ioto adfl tworarnS la FY and Kr canolete Schedules 0 and C

t A veal, o cooPoss 4,3(tenlom thr IP.1 accompany p warns wen CP numbets

DATE

COUNTT

SOVTE PROGRAM NAME
I 0

Hume En 'Ey" I.1
E UNDING

CP
NO

^ ,
:rt:1 ,E....

NI.VIAm
1114., N.....oN.N.
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A HE E- 8
L,OIL-C X 2

STATE BOARD OF VOCATIONAL & TECHNICAL EDUCATION
APPLICAMON FOR

SECONDARY & PULL-TIME ADULT
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM(S)

FOR SCHOOL YEAR 19

G( NE ciAL aPPE tCATION NO
(PIE ASE REFER TO THIS NUMBER WI4EN COMPLETING SUPPLEMENTAL FORMS AND CORRESPONDENCE I

DATE

AONIE '.5

The 3bove named scholl AAP Ieguests totehoo Ch30ge of the following proglams bsted in Schedule A

'. T OC.At
AND( ,011 PROGRAM NAME

COUNTY

SOVT E
ROONAM NAME

,,
NUMIlEft

ACTION CODE
d d.I.I'dn
c chinos

EFFECTIVE
DATE LEVEL FUNDING

..
: 0 %

FEE

rh +or apprrAraI al the new vtGllional Ana reCrinreat programs IrSred below

VOt,
Af.t, NE

EFFECTIVE
OAT( LEVEL .4A.

re c
v A

:i i
w

g.T.T. cll.( STARTING
OATir

AVIS CrIECK IF
PlIOGRAM
OlEt at D
LAST YEAR

-
.

\,,
....-....-

--..-...-.......- -- .

, , , ,mpAny 0,1rams log wp.ch special funds a,0 eguested leg disadvantaged and hand.capped)

.1



S.CNEDULE
01 OOP CX2

GENERAL APPLICATION NO

SYSTEM

STATE BOARD OF VOCATIONAL & TECHNICAL EDUCATION
APPLICATION FOR

SECONDARY & FULL-TIME ADULT
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM(S)

FO' SCHOOL YEAR 19

I PLEASE REFER TO THIS NUMBER WHE N COMPLETING SUPPLEMENTAL FORMS AND CORRESPONDENCE

ADORE SS

LONG RANGE PROGRAM REQUEST

0,3n to ,xpand row Amational otter ings at any lime (pot( the period 19

Pfl CogIAM teVEL

to 19 please hst

DATE

COUNTY

SCOot
VI AN

Prtoan At.< LEY ft.
scHoot

Yr Alt

ts

1

A

0

I*

to dsceelinoe any 'n gornq 0,04, ams al any ere over the portod 19 0 19 please list

I (31 NO T L(vE, somot
ytAa$ (7(,,,I1AM

1.110011AM 10 NO I.Etlf stolool.
VI All

y t1--ettt5 tt w,tt *Pow roe to make about yots, vocalyonal program os about voCabonal eduCabon ff1 gene'ill

P., t yr fle,artrvpe, st 90, Ittnnal and Teasnscat F duy atsC,i woyld OppreLtate them



-;ctiEbut E 0
al 003-cx7

Ni 44L APPt &AT tON

,ys.tfm

1()Onlk- SS

STATE BOARD OF VOCATIONAL & TECHNICAL EDUCATION
APPLICATION FOR

SECONDARY 8 FULL-TIME ADULT
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM(SI

FOR SCHOOL YEAR 19

int EASf NE TE Ii TO THIS NUMB( R WHEN COMPLE TING SUPPLE MT WM. FORMS AND CORRESPONDENCE

DATE

COUNTY

it is understood that this application has been developed in consultation with representatives of the educational and training
resources available in the area to be served and with input from a local advisory committee and agreed upon that if this
request is approved the vocational education funds will be utilized in accoidance with the policies established by the
State Board of Vocational and Technical Education and P L 94-482
Furthermore as required by P L 94-482 the Programs requested in this application are proposed to meet identified needs
of students served by this institution and where possible results of previous evaluations have been used in their develop-
ment These programs are consistent with the training goals of other agencies & inStitutions in the area including CETA
prime sponsors and assure a coordinated aPProach to meeting the vocational education and training needs of the area or

community
We the undersigned have been authorized by the Board of Education to submit this application for VocationalEducation
progran(s) and upon approval to request reimbursement on an annual basis

thle

By
Pf esatni Board 04 td.C., on

SuO ntvid.n1 04 SO...*
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01 009 ME?
9*, 12 t/ too

6U411.M ArPt, AVON NO

7.4

STATE BOARD OF VOCATIONAL & TECHNICAL EDUCATION
APPLICATION FOR

SECONDARY & ruLL.TIME ADULT
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM(S)

FOR SCHOOL YEAR 19
rwroomeni)

Pt t &SF a-R fo, THIS numorn WHEN CONN. IF SING SUPPE (MFNTAI. OHMS AND connESPONDENCE I

4/1 4I4, 4,44 NAV dP. *KIM trho1.90 4 P. 41111...1, rerg.". too A,
Nt1 1,1
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FIE
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,,..kt 4.0f
AkX 4 I

MCA(
raoc.n.3A NAME

Cr ?CONE
OAK .

,..,....."... % SIATITING
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PlIOGTIAM
OFT Int I)
LAST YEAri

,
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'Schedule

.EDUCATION -AKENRICENTS OP 4976, MIMI TRE .1:ISE.07 A

tow.= DEVELOMENT.OF THIS APPLICATION. TEE CO

MUST-11 UPRISIPIMEATIVE fiY BUSINESS. INDUSTRY, LAIOR, AND THE,COHMUNITY IB

SEA, UCT.,11.;.AWJATHNIr, COMPOSITION AND KNOHLEDGEABLE ABOUT Tat MC

INCATIOAL Krems Or 'AIRSICK.= OIL KENT4LTHANDICAPMPERSONS.

List the Ictal,a.triaory committee erthers.eho particilutad in the dere' pent
of thie app4Orcioa.

s'y

\

6

U.

Group Represented

.

Total Fer.ale

Total Racial/Ethnic Minority

21
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Schedule, C

,

TIN VOCATiONAL /DU ON AMMANO*SrOt 1,916AtiquarlAci,14040t64#1*--
=ICY Aiti'lia01,11Lt ZCIPI xr*TCY.i.M1110:CIATAO'DATA*010.t.P1(i'STATX:
WARD At DIMMINING THAT THE:tRocusseii6POUD tilitE40,44,4,z14
ttprmre nonsiows or zit 1.,0,wr;isgool(rngq4#0,4p-300iii

I. Coutibe tbe vocational education-nsods,nfipbtS414?mt !sots
the Smut or coititty sOrvid,W, tha:spgiCent-, sfld indicst1*ow- so
to *At exto* the ,prograaar proposed ist-tt414.*******,*11i0~,
nettle'.

01,

2. Describe how the findings of any Evaluition ProgrisOcliS4414-
A hsve been used to develop the prograis piOPOSi4 ,i1,b1S'1101414,4*i

3. 'Describe how the activities propäsed in this. 400.icStio,nre*S> tó
manpower programs conducted in the areell a.prine
lishid under the Comprehensive NaploiMent ind,lreining441,W19,73t.
if any, to assure a coordinated-approach tdieseiing,the **Eli@
education and training needs, of the area an Coei4014.

4. Describe the relationship betwesn vocationsl educetihi) j4CAZ.iii*
proposed to be conducted with fUnds Ainder The -Vocetinnst
Amendments of 1976 and other prógrems" ift the arei or cosivatY
which are eupported with state end mel funds.

n;laii;1417111/ .....
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Assurances

In addition to the provisions.that are found with the REP, the following

assurances are required in each approved funding agreement by the Okla-

homa State Board for Vocational and Technical Education. The under-

signed applicant agrees to comply with the following assurances:

A. The applicant will comply with Tide VI of the Civil Rights-Act of

1964 (P.D. 88-352) and all requirements imposed Sy or pursuant to

the Regulations of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

(45 CFR Part 80)'ilaued pursuant to thi title, to the end,that no

person in the United States shall, on the grounds of race, color,

or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied

the benefits of, or be otherwise subjected to discrimination under

any program or activity for which the applicant receives, federal

financial assistance from the Department. (The assurances of

compliance (HEW 441), or court order, or desegregation Plan previous-

ly filed with the U.S. Office of Education in accordance with the

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare Regulations apply to

this application.)

B. The applicant will comply with Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of

1964, as amended, which prohibits.private employera, labor unions,

emproyment agencies, state and local governments, and employees of

educational institutions from discrimination on the basis of race,

color, religion, sex, or national origin.

C. The applicant will comply with the provisions of Title IX of the

Education Amendments of 1972 (20 U.S.C., Section 1681 et. seq.) and

the regulations promulgated thereunder by the Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare in so fat as may be applicable hereto.

D. The applicant will comply with Section 504 of the Rehabilitation

Act of 1973, P.L. 93-112. Section 504 provides that no otherwise

qualified handicapped individual in the United States, as defined

in section 7(6), shall, solely by reason of handicap, be excluded

from the participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be sub-

jected'to discrimination under any program or activity receiving

federal financial assistance.

E. The project mill be operated in compliance with all applicable

state and federal laws and with regulations and other policies and

administrative issuances by the Oklahoma State Board for Vocational

and Technical Education, including submission of such reports as

may be required.

Date

24
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Attachment 1

KINDS OF PROGRAMS AVA/LABLE TO-LOCAL SCHOOLS

Regular and Cooperative Programa

Regular programs are designed -,to- prepare students for entryge4e1-
eipleysentni advancecteduCation in the-occupation for whichtfained or
in-a related; accupation. Regular programs maY becOffered in-the fol-
lowing initruttional areas

Vocational Agriculture
liosilconcmics
Trade-and Industry
Health OccuPations
Business and-Office
Distributive-Education

= .

(12 month contract;' grades'9-12)
(10 month contract; iradei.9-12)
(10 Month cOntrict; gradeM1O:42)
(10 Y aminthxontrict; giadai 11-12)
(10 mohih contritt; grades- 11-12) ,

(10 !oath contract; lradei 10-12)

Cooperatixe vocationa education pregrams are deeigaed to coerdinate
classroom initruction with on-the-job training. The0-JiT coiPonent
snit be elOiely relatedtothe-clasaroom initruc.tien, Careful1y-44er-
vised, and carried out under a written agreeMent hetween ihe school and
the emplOyer. Cooperative students must be compensated'inaicordinte
with epplicahie laws and regulations. Special consideration Will. be
liven to progress in schools Which have high drepout-rates and are
located in ceuntiei with high employment. Cooperative prograii ire
available in the follOWing areas:

Voc. Agric. Occ. Ting. (VAOT)
Home Ec RelttOccuP. (HERO)
Cooperative Distrib. Educ.
tooperative Business & Office
COoperative Trade,& Indus.
Cc:Operative Interdisciplinary

(10 month contract; grades 11-12)
(10 mouth cohtract; grades 11-12)
(10 month contract;,grades 11-12)
(10 month contract; grade 12)
(10 month contract; grades 11-12)
(10 month contract; grades 11-.;,12)

See Schedule B of the Application for Secondary and Tull-Time Adult
programs to request A new program in the areas,listed above.

Disadvantaged Programs and Services

Special fund& are-available to, assist thoiestudents in a isChool whO
haVe an acadimic'or econoMic-diaadvanisge that preVents them fremihc-
ceeding'in a. regular. program-ofvocational instruction. These funds
may be requested'u,proiide sPeCial SupplesientirTierviCes -for individual
programs of instrfictión :for aiiroUp of-disadVantaged,students. A coat-

pleta propOsaldeacribing the-Opulation,io'be served and the serVices
to he liovided -is required-before SUCh a prograil.cin,be-funded. See

ReqUesti.foi Propeialn and inidelines leriproposal develepeeht-to
quest funding for disadvantaged Pregrams or services.

25
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Ceordiested Vocational Education and Training (CVET) is a special dis-

adirantaged program designed for freshien and sophomoies in high schools.

The objective of the prograi it to encourage,votential dropouts.to

robain in school until they,are-eligible and.preparad'to enroll in a

regular vecationel program. 'TheeUrriculum =sista ;o4 related.ingliah,

math, related science (eptiOnal), ieciel studies (optionil), 'ancivoce-

tional training IA One of the-folleiiing armee: Conitruttion, &wit-

Cultniev **chalice, home indIxoimuCity seriices erbealih,ocCupitiOns.

To,reiluest,e
inditati'your interest-,ou'Echeduinli of Oa,

ineondery end full-time adult pregume. .

,

landicepped.Programs'and Seericei

SpeCial-funde ern also aiailable to assist students who tin* succeed

in regular programa Of initrietion because of document*Cphyaital: or

mental.andicaps. These-blade may-harUied,to iireaide individoeliu0Ple

mentirrserWices,or "to-proaid4vm.epetially desig40-prograsilorta eronp

Orhiadiciliped individual*. A proposal deieribingthe ictiWities end

serviies to hmirovidedie required' from eachjaool-requeitinchandi

eappied funcim. See Request,for-FrOpesa/s-and OUidelines.for-Writing

Proposals.

sieri-Study Program

Verk,-study programs differ from cooperative vocational education proe

gram* in that empliiment arranged for students on.workestudy jObs.js

not nicessarily infielde related to their studies-and.by lea they'aust

.he,antelied in M'Wecationsi Yregram.and *000 by-the loeii eduestion

agency or other public igenciii.ot institution*. Ne student may he

employed for more than 20 hOnrs in.any Week in whicholaisei,iieln
session-and'ilust.behetWeen IS and 22 yeirs of age. If the Student is

net attending classei during the summer, there ia no limitatien, On.

hours Ofe-mployment or the amount of comOnsition earned,excent that A

student may not be compensated at a rate,whiCh exceeds the'hourlY rate

preiailing in the area for perions performing'similar duties. Summer

earnings eilI not limit the compensation Yaid'during ihe acidesiie Year

under work-study programs. A financial allotient will be,grinted to

the sehoel and may ,be used under, the gurdelines of werk-study programs.

Federal wirk-study funds &noted by the State-Department Of Vocational

and Technical Education lust be matched 50 percent from state mild local

funds, and total non-federal expenditures must equal the average now,

federal-espenditure for the three previous years. Use-Schedule B to

indicate your interest in participating in the. work-study program,

Vocational Adult Education

Adult training is an area which should be expanded. Funds are available

for organized training programs to prepare adults for a new job or to ,

icprove or upgrade skills in their current occupations. 'A request May

be gide by indicating the adult training program on Schedule B of the-

attached form.

26
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Acoording to Stateloird",Olity-alleney'Vetation, AifOgre*.mOet,":,-4It
high manpoOar dilemCaratit, 'The'cla0016,*ii4t44#1iikl.0,0iO4,100.F.,-
setion:Systel Cycle 10 ePoxt Ugtatiiiiiilittfite44
tigui, ft* vhf.ah
considlir.4- whin secolpaidad'-hifrd*lieptidsle,:if

reliable sources.

NOTRI PROGRAMS AXE IMMO oiDERAISIRG

Statewide

Mid4gmt
DI-General March
ICE'

Office Assistant
read Services
Food Mgmt
OccUpational Services
Truck'Driver
Cash* Checker
Bookkeeping
Nurse Assistant
Heavy pluip Oper
Petroletm Occ
ClerkXypist
Clothing Mgmt
Machine Sboli

Banking/Savings & Loan
Horticulture
Automotive Services
Meet Processing
Secretarial Training
Plumbing/Pipe pitting
Personnel Trng
Insurance
Laundry/Dry-Cleaning
Hotel Lodging
Witer/Sawist Treatment
Sheet Metal
Baker
Finance/Credit
RecreationTourism-
Med Lab-Aida
Computer Operator,
Urtreft Mach
Ilectriciew
Den Office Asst
Chemital Tech
Bus Mach Repair
Child Care
Optician-Disp/Opt-Meth-
Home Turn Serv
Leather Working
library Asit
Don Lab Tech
Radio/TV Repair

14stitn"Raif.

ICI,

Dt2GeneriLMerCh'
,Offite,AaSiaten;

7044ervi*
'0VA'1.41*
TieckDriver
OcelsOiCel
BoOkkeeping
teefiiir'Cbecker
Murae-AsSiSiant ,

HeaVi Eiluip4st
.CierklyPist
General-Office-Clerk
Petroleum Occ
Binking/Sa4ige4leat
Hortic4t10
Secrittrial Tfaining' ,

Maehine,Shop
'Auto-& Paita,Servign

14#00--
FirsonnetIrrig,-
MestliOgeffing'
Plumbing/Pipilitting
Electricity
Clothing,Mgmt
LaUndrYtOrY,Gleining-
finande/Ciedit"
Mite Ledg in*
MiSenfY
Water/Seme.4reatment
Ricreatión TouriS,
CerpentrY.

Baker

*41
tbiltPcCare

Med,,Lab

CompiterlPerator
Adverilaing Services

2 7

leitefn

14it
Dit4iit'

1r4oit

ckib* ,0140#
lOOkkeePine

Welding

lit*.04411

Hi1,0,"Y: 4440:00:
Autoliedvaiio
'Carpen ;

-.14ekiOi1S44 loen,,
'Praktigs,00414."

PiieOnOltIfOk' -

;Olefin*,

'Hiiiit4fata4

44414`
legreetiOeTiUrisi,:,
linenge/04a#:

0414',Glaf

Dakar
Ited:lab Aide'

Trintiog,
riu4uter-cTera.tOr

-L'
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/Optional
Vctivity

Oh' ,

Arrange through your resource person to obtain a copy of the

application/local-plan materials furnished by your state educa-

tion agency for funding local schools and colleges with voca-

tional programs. Carefully read the instructions and forms and

identify the following:

Signatures needed

Contact persons

Number of required copies

Due dates

Necessary data

Return address

\,

YOU may wis arrange through your resource person to inter-

, view--in per n or by phone-,one or more contract/grant agents

in your state education agency
responsible for reviewing the

annual vocational program applications. If at all possible,

conduct the interview in person. You could structure the

interview around such questions as the following:

What are the major problems in getting applications

approved?

Who should be
contacted.when.applic'ants have questions

about the application forms?

28
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The following items check your comprehension of the material

in the information sheet, "Making Application for Federal and

State Vocational Funds," pp. 9-27. Each of the three items

requires a short essay-type response. Please explain fully,

but briefly, and make sure you respond to all parts of each

item.

SELF-CHECK

1. What are the primary differences between an application and a proposal?

Why is it essential that the vocational administrator know the difference?

2. Why does confusion sometimes exist between what is contained in a local

plan and an application for state and,federal funds? How can you deter-

mine the difference for your institution?

29
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3. What are some ot the most common errors made by administrators when
filling out application forms? Why are these errors critical?

30



Compare your written responses on the "Self-Check" with the

"Model Answers" given below. Your responses need not exactly

duplicate the model responses; however, you should have covered

the same major points.

MODEL ANSWERS

1. The primary differences between applications and proposalt are the source

of monies and the way in which the institution uses the money. Funds

obtained by the institution through the application process are federal

and state monies that are to be used primarily for the support and main-

tenance of regular vocational instructional programs. Money that is

obtained through submitting a proposal may come from a variety of sources

and is usually designated for rmiTeTial" project. Proposal money is

short term and often is designated for such activities as research, cur-

riculum development, or exemplary activities.

The vocational administrator must know the difference between these two

funding sources becauSe one provides for regular program support (applica-

tions) and one provides for the extras or nice-to-have items. Not having

a proposal funded is a disappointment and an inconvenience; not having an

application funded may mean disaster for a local vocational education pro-

le
gram.

2. Confusion often exists betWeen a local plan and an application for state

and federal funds because each state education agency-handles this process

differently. Some states request both an application and a local plan on

an annual basis, while other states request a local plan and also consider

it an application. The best way to determine what is required is to call

or write the contact person In your state education agency who is in

charge of vocational program approval and funding.

3. Common errors made in applications submitted by local administrators

include the following:

Not following instructions

Missing due dates

Providing inaccurate information

Not making enough copies

Mailing the form to the wrong office

Writing rather than typing forms

Missing signatures

Not ',:ollowing directions

31
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Yes, these errors can be critical. lIf the forms are not filled out and
filed correctly, the school or coltZbe may not receive any vocational
education funds from state or federal sources.

Level of Performance: Your completed "Self-Check" should have covered the
same major points as the model responses. If you missed some points or have
quest:TOTTabout any additional points you mad9, review the material in the
information sheet, "Making Applicatlon for Federal and State Vocational
Funds," pp. 9-27, or check with your resource person if necessary.

4
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Actiyity

Learning Experience II

OVERVIEW

After completing the required reading, demonstrate knowledge

of administrative activities that support the development o

project proposals.

You will be reading the information sheet, "Planning for

Proposal Development," pp. '35-45. .

You will be demonstrating knowledge of administrative

activities that support the development of project pro-

posals by completing the "Self-Check," pp. 47-48.

You will be evaluating your competency by comparing your

completed "Self-Check" with the "Model Answers," pp. 49-50.
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For information about the steps you should take in organizing

tor proposal development, read the following information sheet.

PLANMNG FOR PROPOSAL DEVELOPMENT

The local vocational education agency receives the bulk of its financial

support annually upon submission of the completed program a plication forms.

Compliance with your state's program application proce ures should, therefore,

facilitate reimbursement of the majority of program expenses, particularly in

the areas of instruction, work study, placement, and other areas specifically

addressed in the Vocational Education Act (VEA) basic grant.

There are, however, other sources of revenue available to local programs,

which can be acquired only through the submission of project proposals--a more

creative and complex activity than the program application procedure. Money

that is solicited through,proposals is often awarded on a competitive basis

rather than on a strict formula basis (e.g., numbers and types of students

served). Therefore, strong proposal writing skills are required in order -

to successfully expiain and sell the project idea to the funding source.

In other cases, the funding of proposals is determined using a base ranking

list. For example, schools having the greacest need are at the top of the

list. Also, points can be given if it is a new idea or program. If you want

your proposal to be funded, you need to knowEW these decisions are mode.

In this information sheet, we are going to assume that you have already

identified financial resources for vocational education (covered in the module

that is a prerequisite for this module). The funding source may be the gov-

ernment (state and federal), a private foundation, business and industry, or

some other local funding source.

If you developed an idea for an extra or supplemental nonprogram activity

that you wished to undertake and then sought a funding source, you should have

assessed the appropriateness of your idea by determining if it met the tests

of need, feasibility, potential benefits, and fundability.

Need. The first thing you should have done is make sure that a problem

actual-TY-exists and that no one has been able to solve it. Eventually, when

writing the proposal, you will need to summarize what has already been done

relative to the problem area--if anything--and document why your idea is

needed, as well as how your proposed project differs fran similar projects.

Through a review of the literature you may.have found examples of similar

projects. You then should have explained what could be learned from previous

experiences and what was good or bad about,other efforts in this area. You

should also have included quotes from educators and community leaders to

document the need for your project idea. You should have acquired letters

,
ot support from experts or practitioners supporting the need.
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FeaMbility. Although documenting the need is an important step, you
should also have determined that your idea would; in facts resolve the prob-
lem or at least improve conditions. In addition, you should have ensured that
the idea could be implemented. In effect, you snould have organized the proj-
ect in your,head--roughing out goals, objectives, and dutcomes to determine
whethersYou could accomplish your idea in a reasonable amount of time, tor a
reasonable amount`ot money, and with available human resources. You should
have ensured that bour idea was sound, both from a practical and theoretical
viewpoint. 4

,
Potential beAkts. Ydu shoulckhave determined the potential benefits

of your project idea, and you should now be surethat your project will have
an impact on the maximum number of people in yourktarget group and that the
results of the project can be used by others. Yot\should have identified and
specified any other possible benefits: increased ah.iculation or communica-
tion among educational institutions or agencies, ease of program installation,
improved ability to meet the needs of special populations, and so on.

Fundability. Finally, if-your idei clea'rty mqt, a need and was feasible,
you should have determined whether monerwas avail4ole for it. As a voca-
tional administrator, you should havemmAde it a point to be Aare of what
inds of ideas were being funded by different governmenttagencies, private

businesses, and foundations. If you were on mailing ),:ists of organizations
that you knew to be responsive to vocational education issues, you should have
had the basis for a file containing (1).information about newly funded pro-
grams and (2) guidelines for writing proposals for each particular funding.
agency. A search of your files should have narrowed down the list of poten- Ill
tial funding sources.

It, on the other hand, you received a request for proposal (RFP) or
aeplication package indicating that funds were available to support a par-
ticular scope of work, you should have assessed the appropriateness of the
proposed scope of work to the mission aRd capability of your institution by
answering questions such as the following:

. 4

Do the needs that are to be covered by the contract or grant relate
strongly to needs that prevail in your own situation?

,Do you (or can you) have people and facilities adequate to perform
t

the scope of work outlined in the guigplines? If you.do not have the
I

needed expertise on staff, can you hieb personnel on a conultative or 1

contractual basis for the duration of the project? I

1

Is it possible to prepare a suitable response to the guidelines 1

within the time and other constraints that exist?
1

1

Is your organization eligible to submit a proposal according to the
i

tmding agency's statutes and past practices?
,

..
t

.
t

What is the time allowed by the agency for comRletion of the project?
Can you do the work in the time specified? . 1
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Is there any indication given by the agency of the scope of the

effort involved (e.g., number of staff members, size of budget)? Does

the agency specify the number of person-hours or person-years of effort

required? Do you have to compute the amount of money they are planning

to spend by using their base rate?

Are the expected results of the project clearly spelled out? (If

they are, you have less freedom to be creative. If they are not, you

have more work but also more freedom to use your creativity.)

Are you competing for money to direct the next phase of a,project

that another individual or organization has been running for a year or

more? (If so, your chances of being awarded the contract or grant are

very small.) ,

Do you stand a reasonable chance to win the contract or grant, given

the known competition?2

You should, in addition, have established contact with the appropriate

person at the funding agency. If you had an idea for which you were seeking

funding, you should have explained your project idea and determined both the

agency's interest and the steps you should take next. If you were consider-

ing responding to an kFP or application package, you should have made contact

to get clarification concerning any questions lett unanswered by the RFP or

application package.

The need to establish and maintain contact with the "funding community"

0 cannot be overemphasized. It is only by initiating contact and asking the

right questions that you can ensure that your proposal will be responsive to

the RFP--or that you should be responding at all. The RFP may be "wired."

This means that the funding agency has written the RFP so that only one spe-

cific proposer can get the contract. (This is more common with foundations

than with public fUnders.)

This-is not as devious a practice as it sounds. Assume, for example,

that a particular university has done a lot of work recently on developing

computer-assisted instruction. They have the expertise, the staff, and the

capacity to do that job. By specifying in the RFP that proposers must have

the specific expertise, staff, and capacity that only that one university has,

the funding agency is "wiring" the RFP--but justifiably, if that's the job

they want done.

In addition, not all RFP5 or application packages are as thoroughly and

clearly written as one might hope. In some cases-, it is very difficult-to

determine exactly what the funders think they are asking for. It may be that,

although the problem has been identified, the funding source isn't clear on

what types of solutions should be sought. Or it may just be tWat the RFP

2. Adapted from Walter M. Mathews, Patricia B. Campbell, Lisa Hunter, and

Margaret Robinson, Developing Successful Pro osals in Women's Educational

uity, Volume I: The Guide San Francisco, CA: Far West Laboratory for

ducational Research and Development, n.d.), p. 17.
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isn't very well written. The easiest and best way to clarify this situation,
is to contact the designated person at the agency.

At this point, then, you should have some tentative plans and should be
ready to seek a contract (e.g., by responding to an RFP) or a grant (e.g.,
by responding to an application package). The first step in this process is

often the preparation of a preapplication.

Writing a Preapplication

Some funding agencies require a preapplication (letter of intent, concept
paper, prospectus, or proposal outline) before you submit your full proposal.
This preapplication may serve (1) as the focus of discussion during your ini-
tiai visit with an agency contact person or (2) as an outline for the full
proposal that you will be writing. Sometimes--but usually only with private
foundations--the preapplication serves as the proposal itself and may wind up
as the final contract between you and the funding agency.

The preapplication should be no more than three to five pages long,
double-spaced. Unless the funding agency provides you with a format--which
you should observe exactly--you should include the following elements in your
preapplication:

Name of your organization

Name and address of the proposed project director

Project title

What you plan to do

Why this needs to be done

Steps involved in implementing the plan

Who will be involved

When and where the work will be done

How much it will cost (estimate)

Anticipated outcomes

Method of evaluation

How it will contribute to the goals of the funding agency

If the preapplication is to be in the form of a letter of intent, per-
sonalize the letter as much as you can by (1) mentioning any prior contact
made with the agency regarding your idea and (2) referring to what you might
know about the agency's operations. The contents of this preapplication may

be used later as the basis for developing the proposal abstract, which will
precede your full proposal.
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Establishing Your Credibility

If you or your organization are unknown to the funding agency, it is

important to convince the agency of your capabilities. Seize every oppor-

tunity available to yet to know key people within the funding agencies.

Establishing personal contact and developing rapport with these individuals

can be tremendously helpful.

You might also want to establish a "credibility file" thatyou can take

with you to a preapplication meeting. This file could include the following

types of intormation:

Resumes--yours and those of other staff members

Letters of endorsement from professional and community leaders

Copies of any publicity about yourself or your organization

Brochures describing your organization

Quotes from experts supporting the value of your idea

Copies of publications by you or staff members attesting to the pro-

fessional standing of the staff and the organization, especially any

materials that relate to the proposed project

An excellent way to establish credibility for yourself and your organiza-

tion, of course, is to start with a small $5,000-420,000 project and complete

it successfully. A good track record will build credibility and lead you

gradually into successful competition tor larger projects.

Another way of establishing credibility is to involve experts on your

project committee or advisory board. Their association with your project

can enhance it in the eyes ot the funding agency, besides providing you with

valuable resources to assist in project planning.

Obtaining Your Institution's
Authorization to Pursue Funding

Once you are close to actually v.riting and submitting the proposal, you

need to make sure that you have the required authority to continue. Some

larger organizations require a sign-off procedure even for preapplications in

order to monitor the resource development process. Most organizations desig-

nate a special person to sign all legal documents--and a proposal that is

funded becomes a legal document--before they are submitted. This person, as

well as any others upon whose decision making you depend, should be informed

in advance of your intent to develop a proposal, so that the proper proce-

dures can be followed and any problems ironed out before you actually begin

to write.

Institutional authorities will be very concerned about the potential

impact of a funded proposal on the institution. For example, how much money
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must the institution commit? Some funding agencies require 10 percent of

the project cost to be borne by the submitting institution. Some require a

specific local match as high as 55 percent. Will you have to purchase equip-

ment? Most funding agencies will not reimburse you for equipment, whereas

some will allow reimbursement of 50 percent of the cost for equipment. Indi-

rect expenses to the institution must be considered. You will be using

ancillary ana other staff support, such as business office personnel and the

student personnel office staff. Office space, furniture, and equipment to be

used by the project staff must be considered. Will the funding agency cover

these expenses directly or by allowing a percentage of the total project to

be covered as indirect costs? You may have.to acquire additional staff for

the project. Will the institution be able to absorb the person's? You must

have satisfactory answers to these questions in order to obtain institutional

authorization to pursue the funding.

This step--obtaining authorization--cannot be overemphasized, and you
should initiate steps early in the process to obtain this authorization. If

you wait to assess the attitudes of the governing board toward submission of

proposals, you may complete a great deal of work in vain. If,the board is

unwilling to continue programs once outside funds are \dissipated, then your

chances of effecting real change are greatly reduced. Some boards, in fact,

are so unwilling,to get "stuck" with maintaining programs whose outside fund-

ing has expired that they will not authorize the submission of such proposals.

You need to know these things early so that your proposal planning efforts are

not wasted.

Assigning Staff to the Task

If you do not plan to do all of the information-gathering and writing

yourself, you need to plan staff assignments carefully so that a coherent

product will be developed. The best situation is to have the person who will

manage the project also manage the proposal development process (proposal

manager) and, if possible, write most of the proposal. This helps to ensure

that the proposal reflects the project objectives and that the style and orga

nization of the proposal are consistent throughout. However, if a team of

writers (no more than two or three persons) is to be used, you need to make

sure that the directions are very clear. In addition, one person must be

designated to do overall editing and proofing for proper English and consis-

tent format.

Staff other than writers must also bc considered. One secretary is

usually enough to handle draft materials, especially if a word processor is

available. Some assistance may be needed from media specialists to design

graphs or charts or to handle any special typing needs for the final draft.

It your organization has a business office, include someone who can help you

develop the proposal budget. If such help is not otherwise available, an

accountant or someone who has prior experience in preparing proposal budgets

should be enlisted or hired to help you. This is also the time to decide

whether you need and can afford specialists or consultants who can help you

with the research and design of yaw. project. 11-1-e-re may also be professionals
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on your board or advisory committees who cduld lend some time and expertise

to the deViTUpment of the proposaT or refer you to current literature on the

subject.

Sometimes it is advantageous to collaborate on the proposed project with

an external agency that has a mission similar to yours or that has skills to

lend to your project objectives.* If collaboration is allowed by the funding

source, clarify your interest to the collaborating agency, making clear what

contribution you wish them to make. It may be necessary to ask potential col-

laborators to submit draft materials spelling out their planned contribution

to the project. You or your writers would then need to incorporate these

materials into the proposal narrative.

Finally, identify someone who has written successful proposals and ask

that person it he/she will review the final proposal package before it is

ready to be sent in. A proposal reviewer with a fresh perspective can often

pick up inconsistencies missed by the writers themselves.

Providing Staff with Direction and Support

Having arrived at the final decision to go ahead with the proposal, it is

then essential for you or another designated proposal manager to take, strong

control of the organizational factors that will produce a high-quality pro-

posal within the deadlines that are set in the RFP or application package.

You can do this by sitting down with your writing staff, advisory board, and

other consultants or collaborators to clarify exactly what has to be done, who

will do it, and when it must be done in order to meet ITT-final deadlines.

The RFP or application package is the working document for these meet-

ings, and you should see that everyone has a copy. Because it is essential

that you follow the format exactly, you should break the document out section

by section, discuss_its contents, and make appropriate assignments. A work-

sheet such as the one shown in sample 3 can be useful at this time. It may

also be useful to you as a final review tool and in formulating the proposal

abstract.

Supporting the Proposal Development Effort

Providinq administrative support for the initial steps in proposal .devel-

opment also in'cludes the following activities!

Designing and disseminating a schedule of events

Providing staff with adequate time and resources'to complete their

assignments

Training staff in proposal writing procedures
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4110..tisseminatin
a Schedu e of Events

You and your proposal preparation teampust have a clear sense of how

proposal development is progressing. To do this the proposal manager must

create a Schedule, with dates to indicAe when each phase must be completed

in order to meet final deadlines. Sample 4 shows an example of this type of

schedule, which should be developed with and disseminated to each member of

the proposal team. The proposal manager should keep a master copy of this

schedule, indicating the final completion date of each prOposal development

phase in the space provided.

Providin Staff with Adequate

ime and Resources

Not only should the schedule recognize the all-important submission dead-

lines, it must also accommodate the various work loads of the proposal team

members. Unless you and your staff are unencumbered by other responsibili-

ties, you will need to try to arrange some released time for you and other

staff who are working on the proposal. While it is rarely anyone's choice,

it should be recognized that proposal writing often necessitates some overtime

work on nights and weekends to meet firmly established deadlines.

In addition, you should provide for any development expenses such as

duplicating costs, the possible hiring of consultants, and computer searches.

Training Staff in Proposal

Writing Procedures

No one enjoys jumping blind into any project--nor tan you expect staff

to respond well without specific instruction. If you ask someone to write

a rationale or to draft a budget without supplying a suggested format or

specific instructions, you can only expect extreme differences in style and

quality.

If you have time yourself, consider running a proposal developer's work-

shop using one of the many proposal development manuals available. Working

Tiffh" a common reference, you can adapt procedures to suit your organization jn

tenms everyone can agree to. Beware of sending individual staff off to learn

independently--the result will be several experts, probably disagreeing on

many points.

Another possibility is to send yourselves to a workshop. Many organiza-

tions such as The United Way and the League of Women Voters sponsor proposal

development workshops for little or no fee. Local colleges and universities'

frequently provide courses and workshops on proposal development at a reason-

able cost. Your state education agency may also have good proposal writing

guides and hold occasional workshops.
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410
Once you have some proposal writing training and experience behind

you, the best procedure is to write your own proposal development handbook,

reflecting your organization's experience. In this way, you can illustrate

all the forms and procedures required by your organization's resource develop-

ment policies, keep updating them, and have a reference manual tor training

new proposal writers.

el

e

At this point, you would have the outline of a project idea that you

know to be needed, feasible, and fundable. You would have in hand the pro-

posal specifications of your funding target. You would have designated staff,

consultants, and collaporators to make appropriate contributions to both pro-

posal writing and project development. You would have plotted and planned the

sequence,0 activities that will allow you to meet final submission deadlines.

In short, your planning for writing the proposal would be complete, and you

and your staff would be organized and poised to begin the actual writing.
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o

e

The following items check your comprehension of the material
in the information sheet, "Planning for Proposal Development,"
pp. 35-45. Each of the three items requires a short essay-type

response. Please explain fully, but briefly, and make sure you
respond to all parts of each item.

SELF-CHECK

1. Imagine that you have a project idea that addresses a need and is fea-

sible, and for whicryou have a potential funding source. The funding

source requires a two- to three-page preapplication letter prior to a

full proposal. What topics should be covered in such a letter?

-"....
l'...-

2. It is certain that your project idea is feasible as well as fundable, and

you have been authorized to proceed with proposal development. What orga-

nizational tasks remain to be accomplished before writing can actually

begin?
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3. Imagine that you have obtained an RFP that appears to address your project Ali

idea. In analyzing the RFP, what criteria would you use tto decide whether

to pursue these funds?
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Leedback

Compare your written responses on the "Self-Check" with the

"Model Answers" given below. Your responses need not duplicate
the model responses; however, you should have covered the same

major points.

MODEL ANSWERS

1. A preapplication letter should be informative and brief and should indi-
cate that you have a knowledge of the interests and activities of the

funding source. It should describe the proposed project, covering the

following areas:

Name of your organization

Name and address of the proposed project manager

Project title

What you plan to do and why

How you will go about it

Who will do it

When and where the work will take place

What outcomes are expected and how they will be evaluated

What you estimate the cost to be

How it will contribute to the goals of the funding agency

2. Unce you have the "green light" to proceed with the proposal, you need to

do the following, although not necessarily in the order described:

Write and revise a preapplication in light of REP criteria and format

Gather resources to establish credibility

Assign staff to the,tasks

Provide staff with direction and support, to include the following:

Designing and disseminating a schedule
Providing staff with adequate training
Providing staff with adequate time and resources

3. First, you need to examine the RFP to make sure your organization is

eligible according to the funding source's regulations and past funding

practices. Other criteria would be as follows:

Can you prepare the proposal and complete the project in the time

specified?
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O Has someone else received the contract for the first phase of the

project, and is it likely that this person or organization will continue 410

to receive money for the continuation?

Is the funding source prepared to spend as much money as you think you

need?

How specific are the criteria for the expected outcome of the con-

tract? If specific, do you feel your creativity will be frustrated?

Do the needs that are to be covered by the contract or grant relate
strongly to needs that prevail in your own situation?

Do you (or can you) have people and facilities adequate to perform the

scope of work outlined in the guidelines? If you do not have the needed

expertise on staff, can you hire personnel on a consultative or contrac-
tual basis tor the duration of the project?

O Do you stand a reasonable chance to win the contract or grant, given

the known competition?

Level of Performance: Your completed "Self-Check" should have covered the

same major points as the model responses. If you missed some points or have
quest76Tabout any additional points you made, review the material in the
information sheet, "Planning for Proposal Development," pp. 35-45, or check

with your resource person if necessary.
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Learning Experience III

OVERVIEW
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For information about how to write, assemble, and submit pro-
posals and follow up on the funding agency's response, read the

following information sheet.
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WRITING AND SUBMITTING PROJECT PROPOSALS

manager. What you are real ly doing is trying to respond to the following

three sets of needs at once, so that in acting to solve the problems related

to one set of needs, you are addressing or alleviating problems in the other

need areas as wel 1 :

A successful proposal package is a conceptual triumph for the proposal

1

,

1

,

si 0
1

1

I

I

i

The need to resolve the educational problem at the heart of your
project ideaIf you are going to solve a problem, you have to come up
with a realistic method that should close the gap between wlfat is and

what ought to be. Starting with a statement of what needs to be done

and why, you must further delineate the project by describing goals,

objectives, tasks, and expected outcomes. Every planned aspect of your

project, from tasks to outcomes, must illustrate that you know what to

do, how to do it, and how to evaluate its results. Keep in mind that

your planning at this point will not only serve the requirements of the

proposal but also provide the blueprint for the project, through which

you hope to alleviate a documented need or solve an educational prob-

lem .

The need to help your institution maintain itself through this and

other projects--An infusion of new money into your institution is an

obvious benefit of the funded proposal. Make sure, however, that what

you propose is truly within the scope of your institution's capabili-

ties--that you can do what you say you can do with the given resources.

,A porly conceived and executed project can jeopardize your reputa-

.tion--and that of your institution--even though it might have brought

in some temporary money. Also, don't put your institution in the posi-

' tion of "robbing Peter to pay Paul" by requiring such a large commit-

ment of internal resources that 9ther vital programs suffer.

The need of the funding agency to choose the most qualified among

many applicants for the available fundsbecause you want your project

to be selected for funding, you Must take special care to understand

who will be evaluating your proposal, what their criteria are, and who

your competitors are. Observe explicit rules of format, eligibility,

and deadlines exactly. Other guidelines, such as those implied in the

proposal evaluation criteria, can tell you what parts of your proposal

should be emphasized above others. It may be helpful to assume that

the propos.al reviewers are in opposition to your basic position. In

this way, you will struggle to consider exery aspect of your proposal

package from their perspective. ,
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General Considerations

before sitting down to begin the actual writing of the proposal, there
are some general areas you should consider relative to how the proposal should
be organized and presented.

Content Development

Every part of your proposal must be loiically developed and integrated
so that the needs of the project, insuitution, and funding source are clearly
represented. For example, a proposal reviewer shouldn't have to wonder why a
particular capability of the applicant's institution is mentioned although it
appears to have no relevance to the project at hand. Nor should an elaborate
prujer4 evaluation plan be suggested without reference to what it will accom-
pliSh and who pays for what. Following are some additional suggestions to
keep in mind as you consider the content of your proposal:

The need for the project must have been adequately assessed or a cri-
tical problem that needs attention must have been adequately identi-

fied.

Your idea must be within the scope of the law, regulations, and
guidelines of the granting agency.

The objectives of the program or product you are proposing must be
within your control and stated concisely in measurable terms.

An effective methodology for accomplishing your goals aftrrojec-
tives must have been developed. The use of an advisory council or

the iAvolvement of the audience or target group can be helpful in
obtaining grassroots ideas of need and strategy. .The project activi-
ties must be designed logically to alleviate the problem or need.

The budget must reflect the level of necessary project activity and
be realistic relative to the total amount of funds available. (Don't

ask tor $100,000 for your project if only $500,000 was appropriated
for all programs in the United States.)

Your organization's interest in and commitment to your project must
be shown by describing the extent to which the organization will pro-
vide released time for staff, use of buildings, reduced overhead, and

so on. These contributions must be related to the project budget.

The evaluation plan must be closely'tied to the objectives and
methodology and must not be expensive in relation to the total budget
(less than 10 percent). The evaluation must be connected to the needs.
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1

A plan for continuing the proposed activities once outside support
ceases must be available, assuming that the project is evaluated as

being successful.3

Forniat and Style

Unce you have settied upon the overall content of your proposal and are

ready to write, you will need to think about how to present your ideas clearly

and forcefully so that they will be evaluated favorably. Following are some

tips on_style and formatting that should enhance yourproposal:

O Don't use a committee of many writers. In general, the fewer writers

involved, the better the proposal. If a committee approach is used,

one person (e.g,., project manager), working with editorial assistance,

should have overall authority in order to ensure consistency Ot content

and style.

If you have trouble getting started, begin with the budget. Money

has a strange way of defining your methods and objectives.

Aim your upitch"'at one individual (preferably a proposal reviewer).

Try to visualize that person.

Use quick openers--such as the "who, what, why, where, when, and how"

statements used by a good newspaper reporter. Catch the reader's

attention early and keep it.

Don't make a mystery out of your proposal. Start right in with the

most important point.

There's no need to be sl,y with granting agencies. YoU can "come in

the front door," "make the pitch," and "close the sale."

Don't use a personal style of writing (e.g., I, we). Refer to your

organization as if it were a third party being spoken about (e.g., Hill

Community College, the College; it; staff at Hill Community College,

they). This style sounds more objective, and it's easier to brag about

"they" than "I."

Accentuate the positive; emphasize "opportunities" rather than

"needs."

Beware of "iffy" and "hopeful" statements; be,positive.
,

O Beware of professional jargon, abbreviations, and vague references.

O Don't use overkill. Remember you are dealing with sophisticated

customers, and too much sugar can sour the wine.

Keep your paragraphs short, and present only one thought per para-

graph.

3. Charles Achilles, Harriet Crump, and Lynda Moss, "The Funding Game for

Profit," Illinois Parks and Recreation. (November-December 1977): 5.
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Try to limit each sentence to 15 words or less.

Try to limit yourself to two commas per sentence. This keeps you

from saying more than one thing at a time.

Use nickel and dime words, but don't insult the reader's intelli-

gence.

Use contractions freely, That's the way you talk, isn't it? It's

the key to more effective, readable writing.

Be liberal with spacing, subheadings, and underlining to make the

proposal easy to read and to emphasize important points.

If the proposal is a long one (more than ten pages), prepare a table

of contents.

Number the pages for edsy reference by proposal reviewers.

Select an appropriate (and interesting) title of ten words or less.

Don't be cute or hammy.4

Above all, use what you know about your funding source to shape your

proposal format and style. Is there an RFP or proposal outline to work from?

If so, then follow it exactly (e.g., if the RFP suggests that the proposal

should be written in two separate booklets--technical proposal and cost pro-

posal--then do just that). Will your proposal reviewers be familiar with

educational jargon? If not, don't use it and carefully define any new terms

that must be useo.

It is also helpful to have available to all proposal writers (1) a pro-

posal writing guide that covers matters of writing style and format, (2) writ-

ten procedures developed by you and/or your staff for planning, writing, and

submitting proposals, and (3) a selected English grammar book to resolve ques-

tions of grammar and word usage.

Contact with the Funding Agency

When you received the REP initially, you should have called the funding

agency to establish or renew personal contacts, clarify the intent of the RFP,

and gain any additional information that would help you understand the funding

agency's thinking. You should have determined who would be reviewing the pro-

posals. Internal staff? Outside experts? Content specialists? As the con-

tact person responded to your questions, you should have listened carefully

to what was raid. What contemporary concepts, special concerns, and particu-

lar procedures are they thinking of? What "buzz words" (the current preferred

jargon to use in referring to a particular concept) are they using?

Now is the time when all the information you gathered through such

contacts becomes essential to you. In writing your proposal, you need to

4. Adapted from Uaniel Conrad, The Grants Planner (San Francisco, ('A: Insti-

tute for Fund Raising, 1976), pp. 234-235.
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*incorporate those concepts, concerns, and buzz words. In the words of one

knowledgeable state agency funding representative:

Successful proposers know that got* proposals are "tuned" to the

funding agency. They use the right "buzz words." They "key in on" what

the funding agency is looking for at a particular time. Jhey know what

the funding agency likes and doesn't like--what's "in" and'what's "out."

It's that personal and political (nonpartisan) touch that can swing a

decision in the proposer's favor. Public funding agencies strive dili-

gently to be fair and impartial. And we'd like to s'ay that we do a

pretty good job. But we'll be the first to admit that, when given two

good proposals--one from someone we know.and trust can do the job and

one from a person we've never had contact with before--we'll probably

embrace the "known" proposer.

Proposal Evaluation Criteria

If you want to win a contest, you have to know what the rules are. In

like manner, if you want to develop or manage the development of a successful

proposal, you need to carefully review the evaluation criteria to be used in

evaluating your work. Available simply for the asking, if not included with

the RFP package itself, the proposal evaluation criteria merit careful study

by everyone concerned with the proposal (see sample 5). Most proposal evalu-

ation guides assign specific weights in the form of the maximum points that

can be given in each major section of the proposal (e.g., objectives, proce-

dures, evaluation). For each section of the proposal, specific criteria are

given to be used by the reviewers in determining the merit of the section.

The importance of reviewing and studying these criteria over and over again

before you begin to write the proposal cannot be overemphasized.

Writing the Proposal Contents

At this point, you should have done just about everything you can to

organize yourself for proposal writing. It's time now to sit down and write

your project plans in a format that will cover the basic contents of your pro-

posal. Although the outline will differ somewhat among funding agencies, most

proposals are acceptable if they conform to the following outline of sections:

Proposal rationale

Procedures (plan of action)

Evaluation plan

Management plan

Budget
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C.

AFP Code No.

Peogosa) Title

Agency

SAMPLE 5

PROPOS4:EVALUATION (WIDE

leitractforist Alefore'rating the:46504seli.be's4it to, stuiriiiittiV,WhitOirprOp4i0sfii;iisOons-e
14117/71Trseries of questicft..that,Will,reqUire't,risOonSe. -Your careful OcimpletionAr-thiSOUide,Will

11YesS1stlhe.04Seirch'end'OeVelopment'SeCtieq (RDS),staftin-selecting andnegOtlittp0hilsost4pOro-
prAati..propesel for-fUhdiPvehd (2)...provideZADS With,infOrmatioe,that WO-Assist apolicahtv,WOcitiquing.

their proposal. . 1/4

.

I. Dess.the proposailddress4hineeds'ipectfiedkin'the.ROP? .

Its (Contintle with.review) -- No , (Comment.retluired,, fleasi,ciie,sPecifACS

--The,Wposai, needs 09..lurthet, eValiiati 6.);
COMMENTS;

2. Does-the.prepos, -dpionstrate.that the,coipleted project mill have a significant i101i:Vlotational

"education? -

Yes . (ContinUe.with'review) No (CCiient.required.,. Ille:PrePoSaLneedi:no

furiTireviluatioh4

CDMAEHTS:

Note: In scoring the follewingLone.(1) iithe Itiest rating,a,propoial cali,riceiie in eiCkarei.

OBJECTIVES (

I. Is.each objectivo:oXpliCitIy related'to-the intent of the RFP5an4 the goals,stated

in the rationale of,theiropOsal? # Yes

2. Doei'each objective contain.the following elements:

a. Target population(s)? 4-
,

Yes

b. 'Outcome(s),expected?

c. Criteria-or compOhents./ihat,will enablelroject staff to measure,the degree

Yes

which the Objettivi,waS achieved?
0

Yis

d. Time ,and place-under whiCh,the outcome(s) are to be measured? Yes

3. Taken as a-set, will the-objectives accomplish the intent of ihe RFPi as well as the

goal of the proposal? Yes

4. What are the section's strengths and weaknesses?,

.No

-NO

No

No

NO

No

PROCEDURES ( of IS possible pts.)

I. Is each procedure explicitly related to the objective(s) it As designed to accomplish? Yes No

2. Is each procedure appropriate for accomplishing the objective(s) it is supposed to achieve? Yes No

...../..ala.....emprwilly..111,01

sUURLE: Re uest for Pro ram Im rovement Pro osals in Vocational Education

(Springfie d, mo s State Soar o Education, Adiat,, Vocational and

Technical Education, 1982), pp. A-I8 to A-22.



3. Is etch procedure4expicit 4nd specific ai to the following:

a. When it will be implemented end completed? ... f yes NO ,

b. WRich staff sember(s) will be iniolved?....,....* Yes No,

C. What equipmentkmateriels, or fatilities are necessary? f' 0 Yes" No

d.' What targetlopulation(s)-will bi served?' 44404 4.. Yes NO

4. Taken as a set,,will the Procedures accomOlish.the intent of the RFP, as,well As the,
. . :

objectives of the proposal?

, 5. What are the section's strehgths and weaknesseit

Yes M)

EVALUATION ( of 15-possible'pts.r

I. is each evaluation technique explicitly related to'the objective(s) it ii designed to

evaluate? 40.4 ,Yes

2. Does.each evaluation technique include a statement of when-it will,be conducted? Yes

3. Is each evaluation technique adequate4o evaluate the procedure(s) and/or objective(4

it is designed to evaluate? Nes

4. Is evaluation of all procedure(s) and objective(s) planned? Yes

5. Does each evaluation technique indicate which staff member(s) will be involved? Yes

6. What are the section's strengths and weaknesses?

No

No

NO

DISSEMINATION PLANNING OUTLINE ( of 10 possible pts.)

I. Does the proposal contain the required dissemination planningputline? Yes NO

2. Are the outcome(s) to be disseminatedaddressed in the outline? Yes No '

3. Are the target audience(s) of the outcome addressed? 4 Yes No

4. Are specific dissemination activities described, including identified target audience(s)

and the intent of the activity? Yes No

5. Are short- and long-tens follow-up activities described, with the purposes of measuring

effectiveness, use, and needed assistance? /ties No

6. What are the section's strengths and weaknesses?

STATEMENT OF IMPACT ( of 10 possible pts.)

1. Is each statement of an intended impact explicit and specific as to the following:

a. Target DOpuletions? Yes

b. The precise nature of the intehded consequentes (e.g., change in specific skills,
knowledge, attitudes, interests, values, perceptions)? Yes No

2. What are the strengths and weaknesses of the statements?

TINE/SEQUENCE GRAPHIC PRESENTATION ( of 5 possible pts.)

1. Are the procedures, evaluation
that are stated in the graphic

2. Are the procedures, evaluation
in the graphic presentation in
techniques cross-referenced to
to accomplish or access?

techniques, and dissemination and utilization methods
presentation the same as those in the narrative? Yes No

techniques, and dissemination activities that are stated
chronological order, with the procedures and evaluation
the objective(s) and/or procedure(s) they are designed

5 9

Yes No



3. Will the graphic presentation,-aid in thamenitoOni;if*-ther. tep..

wat urt -the $44t1onl. stronothl ArAstikeatftessiit

(PAW 1cAnOW 0, 10. pcie9ls sft.)

1. Are-thar stated 0011400S, an4 q tM
proposiOlteffinrtinent

,
2. ,hre 404 tpocific cu$nsib$it.s e1,s ';

3. Art the. itateCO/PeriieV ii4MifáftsA, .
pertinest- to thozpralict,actiVitiestt...40.wri4iwe'441,ew,

ke-, spedfk rospo;14Ttiis o thu
atetesit ks,'0 e.

-
ArcthercProvisions-assirrini'thatAke .W
essinistrative control-, oder thi,:selnimktrOtterf074.41q,44444,444#.ti4t4ov

6. Doos.the-subsittiscagency,haii4WOOsliarOefAldiuteel,,e00#0
propesil?...,. **** **

7. Deis the- compositiow ef-PfePOSistjtif,i0006,,
'for equel-,ampleyont/educatlefral.61.00rtlinitimiiii tS"
color, notiOnal.origirt,'religion,,

8, What ire-the settiln's strengtlie,M4:10.0,Well. Self

ILIUM (... wriollossioelts.)
Ara the tnidget figural realistic in torsi Of-theffelleming`t.'
a. Project ehJectivesi ,

b. Praject,procodures-,(Thcluding.-mialuetientifieSinitlent4s6:40lief
-will Occur bY -tha:ond of ,the

t. final productsf *

2. What, are the budget's, strengths:anCimainetsisf

EQUiTY

-

( of '10 pessible pts.)

I. Does theContent-of the, pr posal indicate. offp4S:,,elansted,for-,amp
board of Edication'sandate ,iiin-fairlenPWSPO':",efn(le Smelt 461 . ,
'auditrilsual materials . producod7 * 4* ,

,

2. Do the procedures, evabmtion and',.other-:#00aiwittpitil!t5104 -
fairly rspresent. ill Populations rtleitent tb the jprOpose0r4.1.4t..`"Pl,f6,14,11,4.t.I!..Wrr
national origin,.religion, ago,. Or hin4icap)7.,.......1,40*.4 4...tk,V,* 0 if lt4"-

3. What art the proposal's strengths,- andzsmatneipivregardihg:4quitY7 55 ,r 4

;S,,SS

SYNTHESIS -, , . . .

,

,

I. Why do you recossend or not recommend (circle etir.) thisAiroposbl forlundinp ilse4Oer- responsel'to-
the stronothsheiknesseS question under.each,are; as-4,basis-fer*O.Stet1ent. '.. . ,

f ,

2. I rant this proposal of the proposals subsisted (es relponteS*0 Spetific ,RFP).

;
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4111The Proposal Rationale

This is the first section of your proposal, presenting an overview of

what needs to be done and why. It is usually organized into (1) a statement

7The problem or need, UT--a- brief review of the literature, (3) project

goals and objectives, and (4) ,scope of work. The rationale should be snappy,

concise, and logical, invitin9 the reviewer to read further into the more

technical how-to parts of the proposal.

The statement of need--documented by relevant and tiMely statistics and

research gleaned through your review of the literature--should lead naturally

to a statement of your solution to the problem through project goals and

objectives. Be sure that your need statement is not so global that it can-

not be addressed through the objectives, which should be described in greater

detail in the plan of action.

The scope-of-work section should highlight the.proposed design of your

project. It should serve as a preview of how you plan to proceed, what out-

comes you anticipate, and their significance ip addressing the need. Some

reference to how you plan to evaluate project processes and outcomes,.as well

as the capability of your institution to undertake this endeavor, can be pre-

sented here.

Don't lose your readers by making grandiose statements or exaggerations

that suggest that you don't know what you are talking about. Don't refer to

your institution as "unique" unless you know for shre that nothing like it

exists anywhere in the world. Be very familiar with other efforts made to

solve the problem or need so that you can present your suggestions in the

correct context of what has or has not been attempted before now.

The Procedures (Plan of Action)

The procedures section (which may also be called the plan of action)

should expand upon the objectives and scope of work outlined in the rationale.

This is the how section of your proposal, which should describe the tasks and

activities you will perform to meet your stated objectives.

Your procedures should be extremely well thought out, with every task

and activity listed as a subpart of a particular objective. It is useful to

include a work breakdown structure (see sample 6) that outlines and sequences,

task by tdir, the work that will later be tied to the management and budget

plans.

Omit nothing in describing the project procedures. Reviewers will assume

that if it isn't in the proposal, it is not part of your project plan; and if

it is not part of your plan, there should be nothing specified in the budget



SAMPLE 6

WORK BREAKDOWNSTRUCTURE
41111111111WIN~~~1141111810111111110

,

Program Objective Activities Tasks

1.0 Conduct five workshops on
grantsmanship for a mtni-

nium of 100 partiCipants
ty February 15, 1983,

;

0

1.1 Select par-
ticipants

.,.

-.,

1.1.1 Prepare list of
potential partici-
pants

1.1.2 Develop promo-
tional materials

1.1.3 Distribute promo-
tional materials

.

1.1.4 Log participant
responses

1.145 Notify partici-
pants of selection

1.1.6 Prepare partici-
pant list for
each:workshop

1.2 Develop
workshop
materials

,

SOURCE: Richard A. Gustafson, r)roposal Writing: Obtainin New Funding,For

Career Guidance Programs (Colum us, OH: T e NatTonal Center for Resea(h in

Vocational State University, 1979), p. 25.
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"Ito support it. The following suggestions may help you determine the scope of

descriptive detail required in the procedures section:

If you are going to work with participants or clients in your project

(e.g., teachers, students, the disabled, the elderly), describe them

and explain how they are going to be selected. Your description should

include the participants' level of skill and relevant previous experi-

ence, as well as such appropriate demographic variables as sex, race,

and age.

If you are going to use existing materials, describe them or describe

the procedures,you will use to find them. Describe who will use the

materials, how4dng the materials will be used, and how you will assess

their effectiveness.

If you are going to develop materialst describe their proposed format

and discuss why this particular format was selected. You should also

provide a tentative outline of at least some of the materials you will

be developing, including an indication of what sources will be used in

developing the content.

If you are going to provide services, describe those services, who

will provide them, how the providers will be trained, where the ser-

vices will be provided, who the recipients of the service are, and how

they will be selected.

It you are going to provide training, describe what the training

program will be like, how lcng it will last, who the trainers and

trainees will be, sane how they will be selected.

If you are going to conduct a research study, describe the sample,

the design, the instrument, the treatment, and the data analysis pro-

cedures.

A discussion of how you plan to share your new information or products

with others should be included with the description of the anticipated prod-

ucts or outcomes. This is an especially important aspect in proposals for

federal government monies. You may choose to disseminate project results

through journal articles, newspaper stories, and professional meetings. Or

you may have your own creative approach to sharing what you have developed.

The Evaluation Plan

The evaluation plan 4,s usually referred to in the rationale and is some-

times discussed as part of die procedures section, but it is most often fully

developed in a separate section of the proposal.

5. Mathews, Campbell, Hunter, and Robinson, Developing Successful Proposals

in Women's Luucational Equity, Volunr I: ThegiTle; p. 68.
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tvaluation ut your effort serves to help both you and your funding source 410

to make decisions about your project. In most cases, the UP will specify

that a certain onount of points will be awarded for the evaluation plan and

that this plan must include evaluation strategies (i.e., what you plan to

assess, how and when you plan to do it, who will conduct the evaluation, and

how the results will be used). Unless you have had training in evaluation
metnoduloyy, yuu may wish to consult a specialist to help you with the design.

It the evaluation is designed to assess the processes through which your

project objectives-are achieved (e.y., did planned meetings and observations

occur under the designated conditions?), it is called formative evaluation.

Formative evaluation can be,especially helpful to you, as a project manager,

because it allows you to spot what is going wrong and to correct it in time

to still achieve your objectives.

Product or summative evaluation, on the other hand, deals with the over-

all success ot your project in meeting its objectives. For this you need.

instruments such as tests, questionnaires, interview guides, and observation

schedules. Many evaluation instruments have been developed that may suit your

purposes.

It yuu decide to design your own instruments and the federal government

is your funding source, you should be aware that the Office of Management and

budyet (OMB) requires that you submit the instruments for clearance before

you use thou. OMB checks for validity, necessity, practicality, and ensures

that respondents' privacy rights are not violated. The clearance process is

lenythy--from four to six months--so be sure to allow enough time in your

planniny.

The Management Plan

In the management-plan section of your proposal, you need to describe

the mechanisms and resources ot your oryanization through which yJu will meet

your project objectives. The management plan should include th(J, following

sections:

Stattiny: Who will do the work

0r9anization: How the itatt will work together

Time schedule: When the tasks and activities will be accomplished

Institutional capacity: What facilities, previous experience, and

other resuurces your oryanization can supply to help the project

Staffing. Staffing arranyements shouid be explained in your proposal by

listing positions and including names ot statt who will till them. If you

don't know who the person will be, describe the qualifications anyway, using

a position title such as the following: Program Assistant--Vacant (50 percent.

time
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410The amount of time that each staff member will work on the project (e.g.,

50 percent, IOU percent) should be included, as well as a short description

ot INS/her qualifications. Complete vitae or resumes are usually.attached

as an appendix. Each vita should cover all relevant experience, formal or

informal, that qualities the staff member for this position. If you are

expecting to use cons'ultants, 'an advisory council, or collaborative agree-

ments, their role in achieving project objectives should be included here.

Organization. Explaining the details of how the scope of work will be

organized among staff is easier if you use charts. A personnel matiix chart

illustrates the number of days ot effort expected of each staff member per

project phase or activity. An organizational chart should serve to illustrate

the management or organizational structure of your institution.. Be sure to

include a discussion of the lines of authority and identify whciwill be in

charge. The following additional points shbuld be addressed in this.section:

Why did you choose this management plan? How will it ensure effi-

ciency and effectiveness of people and resources within the given

limitations ot staff time and dollars?

How will the staff be evaluated and supervised?

what communication links will be established among staff?

. If there is a population to be served, what will be the nature of

stet contact with them?

O What is the nature of organizational relationships with other coop-

erating or collaborative agencies?

4.- what factors could accelerate or unpede the progress of the project,

and how do you plan to deal with them?

Time schedule. You will need to develop a time line or chart to show

that you are approaching project tasks efficiently and realistically. Your

time schedule Should illustrate which activities will take place at what point

in time and tor how long. Be sure to allow yourself enough time to accommo-

date situations beyond your control, such as delays in printing, data collec-

tion, and mail deliveries. Remember that starting and ending project dates

may change because ot the review and negotiation processes and delays in the

preparation of the final report. A good rule of thumb is to allow yourself a

10 'percent cushion in your overall time schedule.

Examples of three popular time and schedule charts are illustrated in

samples 7, 8, and 9. The Gantt char; is simpler to construct than the PERT

(Program Evaulation &id Review Techniques) chart, which shw the complex

interrelationship of activities in order of completion. Although the PERT

chart in sample 8 shows no dates, they may be added next to the numbered

events listed below the chart.

unless your funding agency specifically requests it, use the Gantt

chart or d time line similar to the one illustrated in sample 9. Both are
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SAMPLE 7

GANTTAHART

Task Sept. Oci.
,

Nov.. Dec.. Jan-. Feb.

Serect workshop
partici pants

Duel dp. program
ateri al s

Kentify workshop
leadership

. .

-

.

.

.

:.

. .

.

..

,

.

,

SAMPL_E 8

PERT CHART

1. Project Start 11. Structure Complete 21. Start Tryodf

2. Objective Start 12. Start Insteuctional Materials 22: Start Evaluation

3. Start Philosophical Evaluation 13. Start Teachfr Manual 23. Start Final Materials

4. Start Psychological Evaluation 14. Start Student Material 24.Comp1Ete Final Materials

5. Start Content Evaluation 15. Start-Audiovisual Aids 25. Start Publications

6. Start Measurement Evaluation 16. Start Evaluation 26. Start Teacher Orientation

7. Objectives Complete 17.. Start Reference 27. Start Adminfstration OrientatiOn

8. Start Structure 18. gart Dissemination Procedure 28. ltart Lay'Orientation

9. Start Determination 19. Start School Sample 29. Project Complete

10. Start Evaluation 20. Start Material Distribution
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$AMPLE 9

MODULE DEVELOPMENT TIME LINE
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f. Obtain ',ratan critique of

pseepectoa,

2. Develop and obtsio review of field-
review version (16 %take)
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effec.tive manayement devices and..may be constructed and interpreted more
easily than the PERT chart.

institutional capacity. Tn this part of the management plan, you should
discuss the location and nature of the facilities and major equipment that
will be used tor your project. Mention the availability af research, compu-
ter, and duplicating facilities. If grant monies are to be used to purchase
equipment, outline what you already have, as well as what you intend to buy.
Basicallyc, you should strive to convince the funding source of your institu-
tion's capability to handle the project by demonstrating that, eyed if )ou ,

don't have the facilities at hand, you can make arrangements to get them.

You can address your capacity also by discussing other projects or
activities that your staff and organization have accomplished successfully
that are similar to this one. Include letters of support from people who have
worked with you and can vouch for your capability. Be creative. While you
don't want to misrepresent your organization's strengths, you also don't want
to overlook dhy aspect of your experience or your available facilities that
can be used to create a favorable impression of your capability.

The Buoget

Those who are inexperienced in accounting procedures are apt to cringe
before the prospect'of writiny up a project budget. To be sure, accurate
budget preparation is an arduous task, but it is also rewarding on at least
two counts. First, the budget is an essential management tool; forcing you to
tie your objectives to realistic dollar amounts. Second, the budget amplifies
your proposal by clariTying exactly what resources.you will need to complete
your project. Following are some general guidelines.to,keep in mind as you
approach the budget preparation phase of your proposal:

Seek assistance from those with experience--People in your resource
development office or business office (if you have'one) can help, as
can those with previous, proposal writing experience. If your orga-
nization is new, seek advice from an accountant for such items as
fringe benefits and indirect costs. Cost information for items such
as travel, consultants, supplies, and materials can be estimated by.
speaking to people who sell those services.

Don't underestimate costsBecause budgets are often prepared six
months or so before the project starts, it is easy to forget factors
such as inflation or salary increases that will raise your costs.
Although not an openly acknowledged practice, budgets are usually
cpnstructed on higher-than-anticipated costs for two reasons: (1) it

is hard to accurately predict future expenditures; and (2) you may
be asked to reduce your budyet during negotiations with the funding
source, and you will thus have something to trade-off without drasti-
cally reduciny your scope of work or payiny the difference out of your
own pocket. A word of caution, however. Do not overprice your project
to the extent that yOU never even reach the neyotiation stage. And,



too, most funding agencies require you to return any unspent money that
is in excess of the proposal budget.

Justify all budget items so that the reviewer knows what they are for
and how t ey were cap eted--It you are app ying for federal funds, a

format for cost just4fication is usuallyapvided. If the funder has

no such format, save any formulas or catcuations anyway, for future

reference during negotiations.

Study the cost restrictions and conditions specified by the funding

agency to answer the following questionS-:

Can you purchase equipment or construct facilities?'

How much of your "indirect" costs will the agency pick up? (If

'the amount is less than you expect to spend, you may have to
absorb some of this cost in other budget categories.)

Are you expected to demonstrate your commitment to the project

.
through cost-sharing measures such as matching funds or'bin-kind"
contributions such as volunteer services?

What can be done with unspent 'funds (e.g., if you save money in

salaries, can you transfer the excess to bay equipment)? In gen-

-eral, it you have any questions about how the money is to be spent

or what to do with unspent money, confer with the funding agency.

Make accurate calculations--Check /and double check to be sure that

everything adds up to the total requested amoUnt. A typographical

error or miscalculation can make the difference between hundreas or

thousands of dollars and make your organization appear to be incompe-

tent to manage projects.

A'

Most govwnment agencies will provide standard forms on which to present

your budget. If r);.; such form is available, however, make up your own and

secure the fuhding agency's approval before you submit it. Budgets usually

contain the following information:

Types of expenses are summarized in Limp sum figures called "object

class categories" such as "personnel," "travel," "supplies," and "gen-

eral administrative expenses."

Justification or expenses in each category is provided through a
breakdown of expenses into "line items" such,as "salaries," under which
you would include a short position description, rate of pay, and total

cost per staff member. Justifications are not always required but

Serve to reinforce the detailed planning that you should do anyway.

Dollar amounts needed from the sponsoring agency ind the proposing

agency. Most state agencies view local contributions aS significant

but not required.

Sample 10 provides an example of how you might prepare a budget for your state

department of education.
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SAMPLE 10

PROPOSAL SUDGET

1.--SALARIES

1. Itojeck,directOr,-Dr. Aery%5Mith,
505,timitoohtk-for40,lont*B0.

-----$1257.001monW
(.01c1n9ebinifit's

laticeetakt-W.

/P5oralc014.21/04

2. Instructor, i005'ttMit/MOntM:,for

12 soth5,41430.00/montn:
-(4) Friolle'benefits:

Insurenes4B401month

1. SearitarY.-540$41,44249/4°4e'
A(a),FrIngt4eMefitt

Insuranns,$&.90/manth

%$00tei

comma sgR*Es

I. Consultant-servicts-forAl days
(nottO exceed stoomay),

2. ConSultint traieL lidgfOgyatiti
t per'dtei

ittste Board OfEducatiOn,rated-

3. Printing ,s
,

4. Rental of lacilitY for meetings

5. TeleohOie

6. Postage
Subtotal

III. MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES

I. Office expenses (Paper, duplica-
tion, etc%)

2. Resource matorials
Subtotal

4UOGiTlii00Es7
41100TATE-SOARD

*1414.0o,

423.00,
43;cip

6460,00

161.0

-2:460A-

.254.611

todAC,

CONTRIBUTIONS

0.00
0.00

1 1,000.00

0.00'

TOTAL
BUDGET

$ C285..00

423.00
143.00'

7,550.00

107.00

2,400.00

54.00

375.00

200.00A

100.00

200.00

400.m.

200.4o

5 0.00

fLoo'

400.00

0.00.

-7
oo

0,00
lr--gus

$ 200.00

0.00
T--EM70

$16,972.00

$ 375.00

200.00

500.00

200.00

400.00

200.00

T-mmuN

-$ 400.00

100.00

1,475.00

$ 200.00

100.00
$ 300.00 $ 500.00

IV. TRAVEL (Projett Staff 041.0

1. Project siiff,-travel, lodging. and
-per dien at prevailing Illinois

0
State Saari of Educatidn-rates:
(Out-of-state travel requires prior
,approval of the Assistant Supirin-
tendent of the Departnent of Adult.
Vocational and Technical- Education)

'Subtotal

V. .0THER RELATED EXPEPSE5

1. Indirect costs,_

-7
SOURCE: Request ior Prograin Improvement Pro osals in Vocational Education,
p A-11.

Subtotal

TOTAL

t-- S00.00

$

$18:627.00

$ koo
0.00

4_482104

1,-----449-----t.
$ 1 380:00

.,

---.1
$ 2.600.bcr ..., S21,227,00
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Assembing, Reviewing, and Submitting the Proposal

The hardest part of proposal writing is now behind you. Your next

activities involve the following steps:

Assembling the proposal package

Reviewing and finalizing the proposal

Submitting the proposal

Waiting for the proposal to be reviewed and following up on it if

necessary

Assembling the Proposal Package

First, you need to assemble everything that belongs with your proposal

and to have it typed. Funding agencies usually tell you how they want the

proposal put together. However, in case you have no such directive, the
following section covers all the appendages you are ever likely to need for

any proposal. Many proposals will not require all Of the listed components.

Cover or transmittal sheet--This sheet should include (1) title of

the project and name of7715ur organization; (2) name,and telephone of

your organization's director; (3) name of the person/agency to whom the

pruposal is submitted; (4) starting date of project and amount of funds

requested; and (5) name, title, and phone number of the person in your

organization authorized to sign legal documents. Be sure to make the

apuropricte number of copies for original (not photocopied) signatures.

Cover letter or letter of transmittal--If required, prepare a short

letter (two to three paragraphs) addressed to the funding agency con-

,
tact person, similar to the letter written for a preapplication.

. ,

Table of contentsThe contents should provide a detailed, accurate

page guide, written to be of maximum use to the reviewer (large pro-

posals only).

List of figures, charts, etc. (large proposals only)
.-i

The abstract--An abstract should provide a concise overview (200-250

words) of the whole proposal (see sample 11). It usually contains the

following items:

Project title. -
/

Name of project director

Name of the organization

Starting and ending dates

Brief description of objectives

71
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SAMPLE 11

PROPOSAL ABSTRACT
..1III=1111..

TITLE: A Model Competency-Based, Preservice Curriculum for Teachers of Vocational Education

PRINCIPAL 1NVESTIGATOR(s): Dr. M. Smith, Professor Of Education

INSTITUTION: Vocational Education Universjty (VEU)

LOCATION: 200 Front Street, Hometown, IL 66666

OBJECTIVES:
.-

1. Ditslop by June 30,.1983, a written, transportable model of competency-based, preservice curriculum foR'
teachers of vocational education, capable of implementation in medium and large preservice vocational

education programs.

PROCEDURES:

1. In July 1982, a survey of second-year vocational education teachers and of teacher educators will be
conducted by the prosfect director to elicit the competencies required of beginning vocational education

teachers. The staff and facilities of the VEU Survey Research Center will be utilized. (Objective 1)

2. During August and September 1982, a list of competencies needed by beginning vocational education
teachers will be compiled by the graduate assistants using the survey results. (Objective 1)

3. From October through December 1982, the instructional system technologist (1ST) will develop an articu-
lated, two-year curriculum organized around the competency list. (0bjective 1)

4. In January 1983, the project director will pilot test the curriculum on VEU preservice vocational educa-

tion teachers. (Objective 1)

S. In February 1983, the 1ST will revise the curriculum based upon the pilot-'test results. (Objective 1)

6. In March 1983, the project director will test the transportability of the revised curriculum by field
testing it in preservice classes at one large-sized university and one medium-sized university in the

state. (Objective 1)

7. In April 1983 , the 1ST will again revise the curriculum based upon the results of the field test.

(Objective 1)

8. In May and June 1983,'the curriculum will be composed into a distributable format by the 1ST and project

director, using the services of VEU's graphic arts service. (Objective 1)

9. In June 1983, the project director will deliver to the Department of Adult, Vocttional and Technical
Education three hundred (300) copies of the model curriculum. (Objective 1)

EXPECTED CONTRIBUTION OR POTENTIAL IMPACT UN VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION:

The curriculum will provide a means for renewal of total university-based programs for preparation of voca-

tional education personnel.

PRODUCT(S) TO BE DELIVERED (indicate type of product, quantity, recipients, and date of delivery):

300 copies of A Model Competencz-Based Preservice Curriculum for Teachers of Vocational Education will be

mailed to the Departmegt of Adult, Vocational and fechnical Education by June 30, 1983.

12 copies of a final report will be mailed to the Department of Adult, Vocational and Technical Education by

July 31, 1983.

SOURCE: kfalest_tor Program Im rovement Proposals in Vocational Education,

p. A-8.
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OutIined description of the procedures

brief,statement of the project's potential to meet previously

stated needs

brief description of any products to be delivered

The prousalnarrativeThe narrative should include the detai.led

rationale, plan of action, evaluation plan, and management plan

(usuall,A 10-40 pages, double-spaced).

lhe budgetbudget categories and justification for line items s-hould

be provided.

Appendix--The appendix should include everything that is too long to

incorporate into the narrative but that supports the proposal (e.g.,

resumes, letters of support or commitment, and relevant information

about your staff and organization).

bibliography and footnotesAvoid luny footnotes; follow a standard

style and use it consistently.

Official formsSuch forms usually include compliance forms dealing

with race and sex discrimination, privacy rights, and protection of

human subjects (these "assurances" are required by most federal and

state funding agencies); and any other forms required by your oryani-

'ation or the funding agency.

keviewing_ and Finalizing the Proposal

With the assembled and typed proposal package in hand, you are ready for

final review and edit. Using the agency's proposal evaluation criteria and

a checklist similar to the one in sample 12, go over the proposal yourself

and, it possible, ask two or three people who were not involved in the writing

process to read and critique it. If your organiqation has a standard proposal

review procedure, be sure to allow enOugh time to complete the process and to

incorporate suggestions.

When this orocess is complete, pass the proposal to an editor one more

time and then co final typing. Proposals are usually double-spaced, with at

least a 1 1/4" left margin and 3/4" right margin. Make the proposal package

look clean and professional, without looking expensive. Number the pages for

easy reference.

In duplicating the final copy, be sure to make enough copies to send to

the foundation or agency. In addition, you mey need to run "courtesy" copies

tor those who have helped you write or who may be collaborating with you.

Avoid copying with mimeograph and ditto machines--they often produce blurred

pages. Copies produced by offset or photocopier, with a colored cover, are

quite acceptable.
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SAMPLE 12

PROPOSAL REVIEW CHECKLIST
',rumor Imal&

1. Have you identified what the needs are and who will benefit?

2. Did the assessment of needs involve those who are both directly

and indirectly affected?

3. Have you cited sufficient evidence to support your request?

4. Have you set realistic goals with measurable objectives?

5. Have you defined your problem clearly?

Have you determined the best solutipn by examining possible alter-

\-- natives?

7. Have you addressed all specificatipns of the RFP?

8. _____
Have you described how project results will be evaluated ahd dis-

seminated?

9. Does the budget contain approprialte amounts in each category:to

complete the project?

10. Does your proposal stick to the point and not contain extraneous

material, meaningless jargon, and undocumented claims?

,11. Have you checked spelling, grammatical usage, and neatness of

appearance?

12: Have you answered the questions what, why; when, and by whom in

your proposal?

13. Have you included all necessary documents to support your case?

14. Have you provided information to support the credibility of your

organization or yourself?

15. Have you suggested how the program will continue after the grant

runs, out?

Have the appropriate people in your organization reviewed and

igned the proposal?

SOURCE: Adapted from Tips That Make Cents in Proposal Writing (Washington,

DC: U.S. Department of Labor, Employment Standards Administration, Women's

Bureau, 1975).
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Submitting the Pro osal

If the agency is located fairly close to your institution, you, a col-

league, or a delivery service can "hand carry" your proposal to the agency.

Be sure of the exact person who should receive the proposal and his/her exact

location.

If you are not so conveniently located and your proposal is ready at

least a week before the deadline, your best bet is to send it by certifie'd

Fair," "return receipt requested." Deadlines are a very finportant considera-

tion here, and failure to observe them can result in outright rejection of

your proposal.

The Ptoposal ReviewWaiting It
Out and Following Up

Waiting tor an answer from the funding agency can be nerve wracking.

Sometimes foundations take six months to respond, and federal and state

agencies, while speedier, still need six weeks or more to complete their

review process. Resist the temptation, however, to WI or in other ways

cause the agency to feel pressure from you. If you ti)." decide that you can

safely make an inquiry, ask a very specific question such as when a decision

is anticipated--and leave matters there. ,

Federal proposal review procedures are accomplished under complex guide-

lines owing to the government's responsibility to the public trust. Once they

are completed, negotiations begin, during which your organization may be asked

tu canpromise either in the cost, time, or performance aspects of your

proposal. While you should maintain a give-and-take attitude, be careful that

any adjustments you make in the time, cost, or scope of your objectives do not

hinder the overall integrity of your project. You cannot, for example, main-

tain the same objectives with a slashed budget.

It's "yes." Negotiations are compiete when you have detailed in writing

the agreed-upon changes in your proposal. Let's hope that after all your work

and patience you will be awarded the contract. At this point, however, you

may still have some negotiating to do. Sometimes money is not forthcoming for

several weeks after approval--perhaps not until atter the project is due to

start. In that case, you will need to make an adjustment in your project

dates, so that you don't wind up doing twelve months' work in'ten months'

time.

But what it it's "no"? There's always the unfortunate possibility that

your proposal may be rejected--in spite of your best efforts. You may have

been contending with some tough competition. Or there may have been a tech-

nicality or a deadline that you missed.

Try to find out why your proposal was rejected so that you can improve

it tor another submission at a later time. By law, federal agencies are

required to snare reviewers comments if you ask for them. Foundations don't



have tu, but they otten will discuss their reasons for rejecting the proposal
intormally over the phone, in a debriefing session, or by letter. Some common

reasons for proposal disapproval are listed below:

The problem is of insufficient importance or is unlikely to produce
any new or useful information.

The problem is more complex than the investigator appears to

realize.

The problem has only local significance.

The.proposed procedures are unsuited to the stated objectives.

The description of the approach is too nebulous or diffuse and
locks the clarity needed t9 permit adequate evaluation.

Whatever the reason for the rejection this time, don't stop trying!
You now have your first proposal writing experience behind you and are that
much further along in your ability to acquire funds to support your ideas for
creating new projects or improving or expanding existing ones. After making

some modifications, you may want to resubmit your proposal to another agency
or even to the same agency. Don't get discouraged if you are not successful

the first few times.

Optionai

toast.

/Optional
%Activity

4k211#

You may wish to interview one or more experienced resource
development officers or other persons responsible for project
yroposal development in a school, community college, or uni-
versity. Ask that person questions such as the following:

How do you decide what to propose on and what to reject?

How do you select proposal writing teams?

Who usually makes up the proposal writing team (types of
persons)?

How many proposals do you prepare annually? In what

areas?

Why have you been so successful? What "tricks of the

trade" are really important to your success?

What recommendations do you have for an inexperienced

but interested writer?

You may wish to obtain one or,more proposals that were devel-
oped and approved tor state or federal funding. If possible,

also obtain copies of the review criteria used to evaluate the
proposals and/or copies of the actual reviewers comments. You

could review these materials and critique the various sections

of the proposal. What are its strengths and weaknesses, and
how could the proposal have been improved?
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The following items check your comprehension of the material

in the information sheet, "Writing and Submitting Project Pro-

posals," pp. 53-76. Each of the six items requires a short

essay-type response. Please explain fully, but briefly, and

make sure you respond to all'parts of each item.

SELF-CHECK

I. Writing a successful proposal may be said to involve addressing each of

three settk of needs, so that in meeting one set of objectives, you help

to resolve problems in the other two areas as well. Please expand upon

this concept by (1) identifying the three levels of need and (2) provid-

ing examples of this complementary relationship.

41) 2. Imagine that your proposal has survived tiie agency review process and you

are about to begin negotiations. It has been said that you are wise to

adopt a give-and-take attitude during this phase.

a. What dues this mean in terms ot what you should or should not give up?

b. What is the final step that signals the end of negotiations?

-)

3. Although funding agencies have different gbidelines for use in assembling

the proposal package, there are ten kinds of information or sections that

represent all possible components. List these components and provide one

or two descriptive sentences about each one.
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4. A proposal manayement plan includes sections on staffiny, organization,
time schedule, and institutional capacity. What should be included in
these sectioos, and in what ways may you illustrate your project plans
within each section?

5. Most fundiny ayencies have restrictions and conditions governing how
project money is to be spent. List tour possibte restrictions and con-
ditions, and explain how they will affect preparation of the proposal
budget.

b. TherE are yeneral considerations of yood proDosal format and content to

bear in mind as you write. What advice would you offer to a novice

proposal writer regarding the following:

d. Project objectives

h. Lanyoaye and format used

c. Funainy agency review criteria
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Compare your written responses on the "Self-Check" with the

"Model Answers" given below. Your responses need not exactly

duplicate4the model responses; however, you should 1..ve covered

the same major points.

MODEL ANSWERS

1. Following are the three sets of needs that must be addressed by the pro-

posal writer:

The need to resolve the educational problem addressed by the proposal

The need of the institution to maintain itself through this and other

types of funding

The need of the fundiny source to choose the most qualifi.ed among many

applicants

Some examples of how these three sets of needs might complement ach other

are as follows:

Even though you have a yood idea that can be funded, You also need

to be sdre that it is within the scope of your organization's ability.

An influx of new money is not a worthy objective if the project requires

unreasonable resources from your institution or if you run the risk of

a poor performance°

Meeting the criteria for project development not only can help ensure

that the project will be favorably reviewed, but it also provides a good

planning tool that will help you to effecti\vely implement your Jroject

idea.

2. Tne proposal manager must be sure that, for example, in cutting back on

the budyet, he/she also makes adjustments in the attempted objectives.

Don't try to do the impossible with too little time or money.

The final step in proposal negotiations is signaled by a written response

to the funding a9ency, including all adjustments agreed to during negoti-

ations.

3. A complete list of proposal sections required in more complex proposal

packages would include the following sections:

Cover or transmittal sheet--This sheet should include (1) title of the

,roject and name of your organization; (2) name and telephone of your

Jrganization's director; (3) name of the person/agency to whom the pro-

posal is submitted; (4) starting date of project and amount of funds

requested; and (5) name, title, and phone number of the person in your
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oryaniza.tion authoriie.d to sign legal documents. Be sure to make the
appropriate_number of copies for original (not photoccipied) signatures.

Cover letter or letter of transmittal--If required, prepare a short
Tetter (two to three paragraphs) addressed to the funding agency contact
person, similar to the letter written for a preapplication.

111%.

Pable of contents--The contents should provide a detailed, accurate
page guide, written to be of maximum use to the reviewer (large pro-
posals only).

List of figures, charts,. etc. (large proposals only)

,* The abstract--An abstract should provide a concise overview (200-250
words) of the whole proposal (see saMple 11). It usually contains the

following items:

Project title

Name of projeclt director

Name of the organization

Starting and ending dates

brief decription of objectives

Outlined description of.the procedures

brief statement of the project's paential to meet previously

stated needs

Brief descriptfon of any products to be delivered.

The proposal narrative--The narpative should include the detailed
rationale, p/an of action, eva!uaeion plan, and management plan (usually

10-40 pages; double-spaced).

,

The budgetbudget *egories and justification for line items should
be provided.'

AppendixThe appendix should include everything that is,Itoo long to.
incorporate into the narrative but that supports the proposal (e.g.,
resumes, letters of support or commitment, and relevant information
about your staff and organizatipn).

bibliography and footnotes--Avoid long footnotes; follow a standard

style and use it consistently.

Official formsSuch forms usually include compliance forms dealing
with race and sex discrimination, privacy rights; and-protection of
human subjects (these "assurances" are required by most federal and
state funding agencies); and any other forms required by your organi-

zation or the fundin agency.
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Stattinglnclude wno will do the work, brief position descriptions,
qualifications of persons who will be filling the positions (complete
resumes attached in appendix), and percentage of time each staff member
will devote to the project objectives.

Time schedule--Include charts such as Gantt, PERT chart, or time line to
show the duration ot activities, and when they will be completed.

UrganizationDiscuss how the staff will work together, using organiza-
tional charts. Show who is ultimately responsible for the project, the
oryamizational relationship with cooPerating or collaborating persons and
agencies, the nature of staff relationships with the population to be
served, and factors that could impede or accelerate the progress of the
project.

Institutional capacity--Discuss the location and nature of equipment
and facilities that you have access to, as well as other projects and
accomplishments attesting to your institution's capability. Letters of

support can be included nere or in the appendix if they are lengthy.

5. Uenerolly spedkiny, you need to make sure you know exactly how much of a
budyet item will be picked up by the funding agency. If your indirect

costs are more tnan al lowable, you need to make sure they can-be absorbed
by your institution or subsumed in other budget categories. Besides

indirect costs, tundiny agencies often have restrictions regarding (1) the
purchase of equipment or construction of facilities, (2) cosf-sharing or
in-kind contributions your ayency can provide to support the project or to
supplement funding, and (3).unspent funds (i.e., what should be done with

\\

lettover money).

6. Project objectivesThese should be stated in clear, measurable terms.
T4ey should flow naturally from the rationale (statement of need) and
snould reflect your solutions to the identified problem.

Lanyuaye'and format used--Keep it clear and avoid vague, grandiose claims

and jaryon. Sentences and paragraphs should be short and should be high-
lighted by underlining or other aids to visual design. If the funding

agency suggests a format, use it.

Review criteriaStudy the criteria carefully for clues about what is most

important to the funding agency. Each of the review criteria should be
clearly and completely addressed in the appropriate section of the pro-
posal because these criteria are the measures that will- be used to deter-
mine the merit of your proposal in relation to the others submitted.

1-inal, bound copy--Make enough copies for the funding source and make
additional copies as required to 'jive to proposal/project contributors or

collaborators. Use offset or photocopier rather than mimeograph or ditto

processes. Do not use expensive processes--just keep it clean and pro-

fessional looking.
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Level ot Performance: Your completed "Self-Check" should have covered the

same major points as the model responses. If you missed some points or have
questiiiTsabout any other points you made, review the material in the infor-

mation sheet, "Writiro3 and Submitting Project Proposals," pp.,53-76, or check

witn your resource person it necessary.



Learning Experience IV

OVERVIEW

Given a sample state-level RFP, identify the guidelines it
,contains for planning, developing) and uhmitting a project

proposal.

You will be reviewing the state-issued "RequeSt for Pro-.

posaW pp. 85-99..

You will be identifying the guidelines provided for
planning, writing, and submitting a project proposal by
analyzing.the RFP, using the "REP Analysis, Worksheet,"

pp. 101-104.

You will be evaluating Your competency in identifying the
guidelines for planning, developing, and submitting a
project pf3posal contained in the given*RFP by comparing
your r-41eted analysis with the "Model RFP-Analysis,"

.pp. 105-108

en.

Otonal
You may wtsh to dtain an0 analyze 611 4P-offered by your

ment and support-fund*
own state education, agency (e.g for V.EA prOgram *rove-

"WO . 1
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The following "kequest for Proposal" was issued by the Illinois

State Board of Education. Review the contents of the RFP
briefly-to familiarize yourself With what is included.

ISSUEO TO:

PFP COOE:

ACTIVITY GOAL:

RATIONALE FOR
ACTIVITY:

SUGGESTIONS AND
MINIMUM REQUIRE-
MENTS FOR

ACCOMPLISHING
THIS ACTIVITY:

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL

Educational agencies, public and private, and other

parties or organizations intecuted in developing pro-
posals.

83-131-1.10.2 (This code must *appear on the Funding'

Agreement Form in the upper right-hand corner.)

Identify and develop innovative, alternate methods for

the delivery of vocational education learning experiences.

In the year 1900 only 3% of the nation's youth continued
their education to graduation from high school. Agri-

culture was the priffe source of employment, absorbing

about 87% of our population, while business/industry
employed approximately 10 of every 100 workers. By the
year 1950, this nation had become totally immersed in the
"Industrial Revolution" and 50% of our youth were gradu-
ating from high school. In 1980, we had emerged from the

industrial age and entered an era of high technology.

Approximately 75% of our youth were graduating from high
school and 55% of the work force were employed in the

information field. In short, our nation has Progressed
from a beginnin§ as an agricultural society through a

manufacturing or industrial age, to a third era commonly
called the High Technology Age.

In (;;.''.dez_12_1,3eet the needs of society for a skilled work
force and provide citizens with opportunities to pursue
and expand upon their selected careers, vocatioibal edu-

cators must address its current and future role in coping
with the "information explosion." Inherent in this-need
is the desire to devise new and more effective ways to
economically deliver vocational education learning

experiences. It is imperative that cooperation and

collaboration be established between and among the busi-
ness, industry, and labor communities and the system of
vocational education in order to offer all students the
most adOnced learning experiences possible.

The purpose of this Request for Proposal is to sponsor up

to eignt activities designed to stimulate the identifica-

tion and development of innovative delivery systems for
vocational education. These activities may address issues
such as the information explosion, new and emerging occu-
pations, and joint educJition-community efforts. Activ-
ities should serve as models to be adapted in all areas

of the State and must address one or more of the follow-
ing objectives.

SuUkLE: .t.quest for Program Improvement Proposals in Vocational Education:
kesearch, Exemplary and Innovative, Curriculum Development (Springfield, IL:
Illinois State Board of Education; Aault, Vocationai and Technical Education,

1982), pp. 14-16, 36-47.
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1. Identify and develop alternative methods for delivery

of vocational education instruction.
1

2. Identify and develop innovative modes of instruction
1

that are more time-, energy-, effort- and cost-effec-
tive for the learner.

3. Explore new approaches to deliver vocational educa-
tion to special needs youth and adults.

4. Identify and develop alternative styles and tech-

niques to credential vocational education learning

experiences.

5. Expand the use of non-school settings using business,
industry, and labor facilities for delivery of voca-

tional education learning.

6. Develop a prOcess for providing short-term, custom-

ized vocational training to enhance unique business,
industry and labor needs.

7. Develop exchange programs between and among edu-

cators, business, industry and labor in order to keep
bay' teaching skills and,course content current and

accurate.

8. Investigate and develop new methods to involve the

local community in providing learning sites, credit-
ing work experience, analyzing work force needs and
addressing future employment needs.

9. Develop and implement techniques for transferring

classroom learning into business, industry and labor

facilities using the teacher as a facilitator of

learning.

10. Develop innovative ways for responding to the higb

technology employment demands including, but not

limited to, the broad range of opportunity in the

microprocessor, laser, and video disc areas.

SPECIAL NOTE: The goal of this Request for Proposal is to serve as the

impetus for development...of tethalAues and procedures that

improve the relevance of vocational education learning

experiences. Proposers are encouraged to expand upon the

categories suggested in this RFP. Proposals should

clearly delineate the applicability of the project from a

statewide perspective. The final report should project

any proposed advaocemea.. of the activity for an addi-

tional one or two year period. f
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Proposals must be prepared in accord with the GUIDELINES
AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR PREPARING PROPOSALS (see pp. 88-98).

RFP ASSURANCE: In the development of a proposal for this RFP, the appli-

cant must: (1) address the common assurances required by
the Illinois State Board of Education for funding agree-
ments, found on page A6; and (2) demonstrate in the pro-
posal contents (pursuant to P.L. 94-482) a reasonable

probability that the, project will result in improved

teaching techniques/curriculum materials that will be

used in a substantial number of classrooms or other

learning situations within five years after termination
of the funding agreement. If the- applicant fails to

respond adequately to these RFP provisions the proposal
will not be considered in the review and recommendation
process for funding.

DELIVERABLES: Deliverables will include twenty (20) copies of a final

report and a like number of all products deveroped. A

copy of the final product(s) and report must be submitted
to the Illinois State Board of Education -,for review and
approval prior to duplication.

/

TIME FRAME:

ESTIMATE OF
FUNDING
AVAILABLE:

SUBMIT PROPOSAL
TO:

Projects supported under this RFP will begin on or after
July 1, 1982 and end June 30, 1983.

A maximum of eight proposals will be supported via this
RFP category at a total allocation of $100,000.

Illinois State Board of Education
Department of Adult, Vocational and Technical Education

Research and Development Section, E-426
100 North First Street - 1

Springfield, Illinois 62777

Telephone: 217/782-4620

Any questions pertaining to this RFP should be addressed
to James B. Haire at the above address and telephone

number.
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GUIDELINES AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR PREPARING PROPOSALS

Illinois State Board of Education

Department of Adult, Vocaticnal and Technical Education

Research and Development Section

In submitting a proposal, applicants agree to the following stipulations:

1. The Illinois State Board of Education reserves the right to reject any

proposal received if it is determined that the proposal does not meet

the specifications of the Requests for Proposals (RFP) or if funds

should be limited for any reason.

2. The Illinois State Board of Education/Departrr nt of Adult, Vocational

and Technical Education is the final approving authority for all reports

and products occurring as integral parts of any funding agreement

resulting from these RFPs.

3. All reports and product(s) resulting from these RFPs become the property

of the Illinois State Board of Education/Department of Adult, Vocational

and Technical Education. These materials will be reviewed by the

Illinois State Board of Education/Department of Adult, Vocational and

Technical Education and at its discretion may be copyrighted in, the name

of the Illinois State Board of Education.

4. Progress reports will be submitted periodically as determined at the

time of negotiation.

5. One copy of all submitted proposals will be retained in the files of the

Illinois State Board of Education/Department of Adult, Vocational and

Technical Education. Ali other copies will be destroyed unless the

applicant explicitly requests the return of the proposals and sends the

Research and Development Section a prepaid mailing envelope.

6. The proposal as well as all written and/or audio-visual materials pro-

duced shall be sex fair in word, image, and inference.

7. Equal and fair consideration of all populations regardlessof-race, sex,

color, national origin, religion, age or handicap shall be given in the

selection of project personnel, advisory or steering committee members

and in other activitiesl,operated as part of the project.

All proposals must be typewritten on one side of standard 8 1/2" x 11", un-

ruled, white paper. The proposal must be double-spaced, with the body of

the proposal (i.e., proposal sections 4-8) not to exceed forty (40) pages.

The proposal must provide reviewers with information required to conduct a

comprehensive evaluation of the proposed activity.

Ten (10) copies of each proposal submitted in response to an RFP must be

forwarded to the address stated at the end of each RFP.
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A proposal shall include all of the following sections and shall be

assembled and numbered in therollowing sequence:

1.. Funding Agreement Forms
2. Assurances
3. Proposal Abstract
4. Budget

5. Narrative Description of the Project
6. Qualifications for Project Staff
7. Deliverables

8. Facilities
9. Appendix

An explanation of each proposal section follows.

1. FUNDIHG AGREEMENT FOR ADULT, VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION ..

Funding Agreements in three of the ten proposal copies must bear

original signatures ,of the superintendent, president, or a responsible
agency official and the transmittal signature of the Regional Superin-

t

tendent, Illinois Community College Board representative or University
Occupational Education Coordinator. The RFP code of the RFP to which
the proposal responds MUST appear at the UPPER RIGHT of this form. (See

the appendix, pp. A3-A4, for sample and blank forms.)

1 2. ASSURANCES

Assurance forms in three of the ten proposal copies must bear original
signatures of the superintendent, president, or a responsible agency
official. (See the appendix, p. A6, for a blank form which may be re-
produced.)

The body of the proposal (proposal sectionS 4-8) must indicate efforts
planned for complying with the funding agreement assurances statements.

3. PROPOSAL ABSTRACT

A proposal abstract must accompany all proposals. This abstract should
provide a concise summary of the proposal, including all essential

information needed to understand the general dimensions of the project,
and must not exceed one page. (A sample, completed proposal abstract
form using the required format, as well as one blank copy of the

abstract are showTTTEEF appendix, pp. A8-A9.)

4. BUDGET

All budgets must be itemized under five categories. Authorized cate-
gories are: (I) Salaries; (II) Contractual Services; (III) Materials

and Supplies; (IV) Travel; and (V) Other Related Expenses. As a

minimum, every budget must utilize the following three columns: a

Budget Request from Illinois State Board of Education column; a Local

contribution coTili; and a T7t.ir ucriTt column. Local Contribution
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cdi
includes all auditable project expenditures incurred by an agency.

Non-auditable in-kind contributions such as salaries may be listed on a

separate sheet attached to the budget. Local Contributions are viewed

as significant but lre not required, and where none are provided, a zero

(-0-) must be entered in the budget line. All budget amounts should be

rounded up to the nearest whole dollar. (See the appendix, p. All, for

a sample budget.)

Explanations far each of the five budget categories follow:

i I. SALARIES -- Include projected expenditures for salaries (includ-

ing anticipated annual increases) of personnel performing direct '

project services. Indicate job title, percentage of time for the

project and fringe benefits such as health insurance and retirement

(social security, teacher or university systems), worker's com-

pensation, etc., for each project staff member.

II. CONTRACTUAL SERVICES -- fnclude anticipated expenditures for ser-

vices rendered through contractual agreements with an individual or

agenLy. These are considered subcontracted services, which are

written miner a separat.c agreement by the funded agency. The costs

are reserved to offset expenses for providing services not usually

within the capabilities of the funded agency. Personnel records

are seldom maintained for the people performing contractual ser-

vices nor are such individuals eligible for personnel benefits

accruing to regular, full-time staff members. They may be eligible

to receive consulting fees not to exceed $100/day plus travel,

lodging and per diem at prevailing State Board of Education rates.

The consultant fee is for specified services and should be regarded

as a maximum figure, rather than as a flat rate for consultant ser-
vices7--Ciiigultant travel, lodging and per diem must be shown here

and not under the Travel category. Items rented for use during the

term of a funding agreement are considered to be a contractual ser-

vice. Slibtontractors should provide assurances to the funded

agency similar to those provided in the appendix, p. A6.

III. MATalA S AND SUPPILIES -- Include anticipated expenditures for

those ma rials an supplies required to conduct the project. Only

expenses 'n exce of the regular agency operational costs and

necessary t uct the project should be shown. Costs must be

itemized. (Unless otherwise approved by the Illinois Staten-Board

of Education, non-consumable materials sueliresource mateHals,

reference books or reports iiM75FIiie propertp of, and must be

delivered to, the Illinois State Board of Education at the end of

the project's funding. Consumable materials are expendable items,

which, through use, are consumed, worn out, or which deteriorate or

lose their identity through fab tcation or incorporation into a

different or more complex unit_o substance.)

Exampies of materials and supplies which are not allowable include:

(1) Alterations to or renovations of buildings

(2) Construction of buildings or purchase of land Dr buildings
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(3) Purchase of standard office furniture, desk sets, etc.

(4) Entertainment
(5) Dues to organizations, federations, or societies

(6) Contingency on "petty cash" funds

IV. TRAVEL -- Include anticipated project, staff travel. Consultant

travel, lodgi and per diem shall be shown under the Contractual

la4-11119

Service ca gory and not here. Travel shall be comp:AU according
to prey ng State Board of Education rates and include travel,

,per df4m, lodging, and estimated other expenses (e.g., tolls and

--parki49). The rates under the travel regulations are:

(1) Mileage reimbursement is 19 cents per mile traveled;

(2) Per diem allowance is $16.00 per day if the day exceeds 18

hours or-when a night's lodging is required.

For travel of less than 18 hours during the same calendar day
or when a night's lodging is not required, the maximum amounts
per meal which can be allowed to an individual traveling on

the basis of living expenses incurred are as follows:

(3)

Breakfast -- $3.50
Lunch -- -0-

Dinner -- $9.00

Lodging, excluding tips and room service, is reimbursable if

not In excess of the following rates:

Accommodat4q4_within the State of Illinois, outside of a

metropdllte 37 ea$27.00 per day plus tax; accommodations

within-ikhe State IlPulois, within a metropolitan area (the

MetrOglitan area are the counties: Cook, Will, DuPage,

Kane, McHenry, an Lake) $35-:00 per day plus tax; or accom-

-...0modations necessit ed by Out-of-State Travel...$55.00 per day

plus tax.

No out-of-state travel is authorized unless approved by the

Assistant Superintendent of the Department of Adult, Voca-

tional and Technical Education. If out-of-state travel is a

required project activity, detailed budget notes for each trip

museSi-developed to include: (1) name(s) of travelers, (2)

type of activity planned, (3) date of activity, (4) estimated
expense of trip, (lodging, meals, travel, regiftration fees,

etc.) and (5) justification for participation in the

activity. If this information is not available at the time of

project negotiation, it must be submitted and approved before

a trip is taken. SUCH OUT-OF-STATE TRAVEL SHALL BE NEGOTIATED

AND APPROVED ONLY IF IT HAS DIRECT RELATIONSHIP OR BENEFIT TO

riE CONDUCT OF A PROJECT.

V. OTHER RELATED EXPENSES -- This category provides for anticipated

expenditures which cannot be itemized elsewhere in the proposed

budget. Items in this category should be justified in terms of the
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project. Indirect costs for univeriities, community colleges, and

private firms are restricted to 8% of çhe total direct costs.
Elementary and secondary schools are lim ted to their restricted
indirect cost rate as established annual y by the Illinois State

Board of Education. Local educational agêQcies which do not comply

with all the requirements of the Illinois tate BOard of Education

accounting system are not eligible to claim indirect costs against

the funding agreement.

5. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT

This section should be written in narrative form and include the follow-

ing seven sub-sections: 5.1 Introduction, 5.2 Objectives, 5.3 Proce-

dures, 5.4 Evaluation, 5.5 Dissemination Planning Outline, 5.6 State-

ment(s) of Impact, and 5.7 Time/Sequence Chart. An explanation of each

area follows:

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Present a rationale for the proposed project including:

o A brief summary of the project goal(s) and how achievement of
the goal(s) will benefit vocational education in Illinois as

well as beyond the state (this sumary provides the basis for
developing the statement(s) of impact, subsection 5.6);

Example Goal and Benefit:

The project is to develop entrepreneurship curriculum mate-
rials to be ued for training entrepreneurs to assist them in
establisning tneir own business.

o The general design of the project explaining how its objec-

tives and procedures are the most efficient and effective

approach tb meet the project's goal(s).

5.2 OBJECTIVES

List the objectives of the project. (The objectives are the basis

for the development of impact indicator statements which show _pro-

gress made toward achieving )ntended imOact -- see Evaluatia of

Progress in subsection 5.4.) Each objective must (1) ITI7tiTiTa to

the goal identified in the introduction (subsection 5.1), (2) be

stated in assessable terms, and (3) contain the following elements:

o 1,e target population(s);

o The precise outcome(s) expected;

o The condition(s)--time and place--under which the outcome(s)

are to be attained.

9 2
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Example Objective :

Identify by October 31, the skills needed by entrepreneurs to

establish their own business.

5.3 PROCEDURES

Indicate the procedures-to be used in accomplishing each objective,
listing the procedures in chronological order. Each procedure

listed must include:

o A cross-reference to the.specific objective(s) it is designed

to help accomplish;

o A description of the procedure;

o When the procedure will be implemented and completed;

o Which staff member(s) will be responsible for the procedure;

o What equipment, materials or facilities are necessary to con-

duct the specific procedure;

The target pOpulation(s) to be served by the procedure.

Example Procedure:

Through an extensive review of literature, a working list Of skills
needed by entrepreneurs in establishing their own business will be
compiled bY proj(ct staff prior to August 31. (Ob'ective 1)

5.4 EVALUATION

Specify the ,techniques of evaluation to be used in the project.

The purpose of the evaluation is to provide continuous feedback on

the acceptability of the procedures; on the achievement of the

objectives, and on the achievement of the proposed goal(s). Each

technique listed must include:

4F/o Cross-reference(s)
.14

the specific procedure(s) and/or objec-

tive(s) it is er gned to evaluate;

o When the techniqe_will be conducteA;

o The criteria or standards used to assess the accomplishment of
the evaluated Twocedure(s) and/or objective(s).

Example Evaluation Technique:

Using in instrument developed by the project staff, ten small busi-
ness owners in three varying sized communities in Illinois will be

interviewed during September and October to validate the identified

entrepreneurial skills. (Objective 1)
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Two types of evaluatto hall betdescribed:

o

\,)

Evaluation of progress through periodic, planned assessment to
rerer77nisie Cr specific procedures result in progress towards
achieving specific objectives and, thereby, the project
goal(s) and intended impact. If certain procedures do not

facilitate progress, changes in the program design should be
made;

o Evaluation of achievement of objectives to determine to what
degree the project objectives have been met.

5.5 DISSEMINATION PLANNING OUTLINE

5.5.1 Dissemination activities assist the target audience to:

o BeCome aware of project outcomes (general ,informa-
tion, products, practices, ideas, and/or concepts);

o Understand such outcomes and how they could be used;

o Decide whether or not to use...an outcome; and

o Implement and continue to use a project outcome.'

The planning, conducting, and following up of dissemi-
nation activities is individual to the type of project
outcome disseminated, the target audience (persons to be
affected by the dissemination activity), the persons to

be involved in the dissemination activity itself, and the
availability of resources to conduct the activity includ-
ing time, money, and persons.

Dissemination activities are not limited to the final

phase of a funded project nor limited to the dissemi-
nation of an end product. Rather, dissemination activ-
ities will occur throughout all phases of a funded effort
and will include dissemination of such outcomes as con-
cepts, draft reports, supplementary materials, materials
for field-testing, resource guides, and bibliographies.
All dissemination activities combine to meet the dissemi-
nation goal of the project and, in turn, contribute to

impact and its assenment.

A Dissemination Planning Outline is required for all pro-
posals, using the format in subsection 5.5.2. The Dis-
semination Planning Outline shau:14 reflect the planning,
conducting, and following up of -dissemination activities
throughout the current funded period.

9 4
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5.5.2 Dissemination Planning Outline

I. Dissemination Go (s) for the Funding Period Ending
June 30; 1983

A. List the outcomes to be disseminated;

B. Identify the target audience(s) for dissemi...

nation efforts; and

C. Determ4ve the extent of dissemination (aware-
ness? understanding? decision? implementation?;
see Section 5.5.1 above).

II. Particular Dissemination Activities

A. List individual dissemination activities iden-

tifying for each:

1. the outcome to be disseminated;

2. the aUdience that will be affected; and

3. the extent to which the activity will

aist the audience (awareness? under-

standing? decision? implementation?; see

Section 5.5.1 above).

B. Indicate who will lie responsible for conducting

each activity and if possible where each will

be conducted.

III. Followup Activities

A. List followup efforts that will be conducted to
collect information related to:

1. the effectiveness of the particular dis-
semination activity;-,

2. the identification of additional assis-

tance needs; and

3. the intended use.

B. Indicate followup activities to be conducted

three to six months following dissemination

efforts to determine the extent to which the

outcome is used.
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5.6 STATEMENT OF IMPACT
1

The statement of impact is a narrative description of the out- t

come(s) of the project goal(s) (see subsection 5.1). The impact ;

statement reflects the intended consequences of the project goal(s)
upon termination of funding.

1

In discussing the intended consequences of the project goal(s) the
following elements must be included:

1

o The target population(s) expected to be affected;

o The precise nature of intended consequence(s) (e.g., change in 1

specific skills, knowledge, attitudes, interests, values,

perceptions).

Example Impact Statement:

Students of teachers using the entrepreneurship education cur-
riculum materials will develop entrepreneurial sktlls and be able
to apply these skills in their jobs and everyday life.

5.7 TIME/SEQUENCE CHART

Organize into a 6hart, the procedures, evaluation techniques, and

dissemination activities discussed in the- preceding narrative
description of the project. This chart should be viewed as a ro-
ject management plan that will assist contract administrato as

well as project staff in the monitoring of the project Au
graphic format may be used in dev oping the chart as lo as it

accounts for the following require nts:

o construct the time frame of the chart from the month the pro-
ject will start through the final month in which the present
fiscal year's activities will be conducted; .

o show the procedures, evaluation techniques, and dissemination
activities in the chronological order in which they occur;

o show each procedure, evaluation technique, and dissemination
activities under each month in which it will occur;

(See the appendix, pp. A13-A16, for examples of several types of
chart formats.)

6. QUALIFICATIONS OF PROJECT STAFF, CONSULTANTS, AND/OR SUBC6NTRACTORS

Staff members of the project should be listed as follows:

o Project Director

1;
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a) The name, title and a brief statement containing the Project
Director's experience and qualifications which are germane to

the proposed project;

b) The project activiifis in which the Project Director will be

involved.

o Full-Time and Part-Time Professional Staff Members

a) Give name, title and a brief statement for each staff member

containing the staff member's experience and qualifications

which are germane to the proposed project;

b) The project activities in which each staff member will be

involved.

o Consultants (Same as for Full-time/Part-time Professional Staff

Members above)

o Subcontractors

The funded agency may enter into agreements for part of the ser-

vices to be provided under the project by other appropriate per-
sons, public or private agencies or institutions.' Such agreement

shall describe the services of the subcontractor and shall contain

provisions assuring that the funded agency will retain supervision

and administrative control over the services. Subcontractors

should provide to the funded agency assurances similar to those

provided in the appendix, 0. A6. Services of the subcontract or

agreement shall be specified in the project proposal.

If subcontractors are to be used, indicate their qualificAtions and

specific duties and responsibilities for the project.

All subcontracts must be approved by the Illjnois State Boatd of
Education/Department of Adult, Vocational and Technical Education.

If a specific person has not been selected for a pos.ition, the job-

Wills a person must have iriora7toqtTh7ariTy 1 o7 ibe position MUST be
specified. 'The Illinois State Board of Education insures equal employ-

ment/educational opportunities/affirmative action regardless of race,

sex, color, national origin, religion, age er handicap.

7. FACILITIES

Indicate any special facilities and other resources available to your

agency which will aid in the conduct of this activity. »When the

cooperation of other companies, organizations, schools or dgencies is

essential to the conduct of the project, indtcate the extent:0d the

nature of possible cooperative arrangements.
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8. DELIVERABLES

o Progress Reports

Periodic progress reports are to be filed as negotiated,.

o Final Reports

rkA final report is required for all p jects. The number of copies
is,specified in each RFP or will be ne otiated.

o Final Products

The required number of copies of a final product is specified in

RFPs or will be negotiated. This decision will be based upon the
proposal's Dissemination Planning Outline as well as federal and

state requirements.

9. APPENDIX

Appendices, include materials which support the proposal.
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OTHER REtATED INFORMATION

NI)

Proposal Review Process ,

Each proposal received will be evaluated by a team of reviewers. All pro-

posals addressed to a particular RFP will be reviewed and.ranked by the same
team of reviewers, which will be balanced so.that the mautrity of the team

members are from outside the Illinois-State Board of Ed ation Wiile those

chosen from within the Illinois State Board of Education are not from the

Research and Oevelopment Section. Reviewers will be selected based on

demonstrated expertise in the field anii interest in program improvement

efforts.

A Pro osal Evaluation Guide is used by the reviewers. Comments of the pro-

posal eva uillFTIFiTT-EFFhared upon request; however, the identity of the

reviewers is confidential. (See this module, pp. 58-60, for the contents

of the Proposal Evaluation Guide.)

Upon completion of the reviews, the ,Research and Development Section staff

analyzes the reviews and make recommendations fo4 negotiation and approval

of proposals. Proposers should be prepared to et in Springfield to nego-

tiate the selected proposal into a funding agreement.

Termination and Appeal Processes
c_

In compliance with federal requirements, the Illinois State Board of Educa-

tion and the funded agency will follow the termination and appeal processes

as stated in the Federal Register, April 3, 1980, Sections 100b.780-100b.783.
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Activay

Identify the 5i;idelines for planning, writing, and submitting

a project proposal contained in the "Request for Proposal,"

pp. 85-99, using the following "RFP Analysis Worksheet" to

structure your responses. In the spaces provided, supply the
sectjon and page numbers of the RFP that address the questions
and briefly summarize the funding agency's requirements.

RFP ANALYSIS WORKSHEET

A. THE PROBLE -sponsor's need, requested solutions, expected outcomes

Section(s):

Page(s):

Summary:

B. THE OBJECTIVESproducts, outputs, specifications

Section(s):

Page(s):

Summary:

1/01

1424.



PROCEDURES-I:implicit or explicit approacheS and plans of action

Section(s):

Page(S):

Summary:

U. OUTCOMES--expected measures of success

Section(s):'

Page(s):

Summary:

E. TIME PERIOD--length of project, renewability

Section(s):

Page(s):

Summary:

102



F. HUMAN RESOURCES--expertise, external participants, role of sponsor
-

Section(s):

Page(s):.

Summary:

G. FISCAL RESOURCES--dollar restrictions or parameter

Section(s):

Page(s):

Summary:

H. AGENCY CAPACITY/CREUIBILITY--past accomplishments, cost-sharing, facIli-

ties, in-kind contribution

Section(s):

Page(s):

Summ'ary:

103
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I. SUPPORTANG DOCUMENTATIONr'esumes letters, other appendages

Section(s):

Page(s):'

Summary:

''Ner

,h FUNDING SUURCE REVIEW CRITERIAexplicit, implicit

Section(s):

Page(s):

Summary:

ov,

K. PRUPOSAL PREPARATIUN AND SUBMISSIONformats, submission dates and
addresses

Section(s):

Page(s):

Summary:, ,

104
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1

CoTpare your completed analysis of the "Request for Proposal"

wiftithe "Model RFP Analysis" given below. Your responses need

not exactly duplicate the model responses; however, you should

have covwed the same major points.

MODEL RFP ANALYSIS

PROBLEMsponsor's need, requested solutions, expected outcomes

Section(s): Rationale for Activity

Paye(s): 85

Summary: The nation has moved from an agricultural age, through a
manufacturing or industrial age, to a high technology age.

In addition, whereas 3 percent of our youth graduated from
high school in 1900, 50 percent did so in 1950, and 75 per-

cent did so in 1980. Vocational education needs to provide
training to our nation's youths and adults to cope with the

information explosion. Cooperation between vocational edu-
cation and business-industry-labor is essential to meeting

this need.

B. THE OBJECTIVESproducts, outputs, specifications

Section(s): Suggestions and Minim6M Requirements for Accompanying This

Activity; Deliverables

Paye(s): 85, 86; 87

Summary: Ten objectives, relating to techniques for delivering high

technology vocational education programming and involving

business-industry-labor,'are listed.

Deliverables_w91 include 20 copies of a final report and of

all products developed.

C. PROCEDURESimplicit or explicit approaches and plans of action

Section(s): Suggestions and Minimum Requirements for Accomplishing This

Activity

Page(s): 85, 86

Summary: tight activities (separate proposais) will be funded to
stimulate the identification and development of innovative

delivery systems for vocational education. These activities

may address issues such as the information explosion, new and

emerging occupations, andljoint education-community efforts.
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Activities should serve as' models within the state. Tile ten 0
objectives further define the procedures and approaches to be
used.

U. OUTCOMES--expected meaAres of success

Section(s): RFP Assurance

Page(s): 87

Summary: "A reasonable probability that the project will result in
improved teaching techniques/curriculum materials that will
be used in a substantial number of classrooms or other learn-
ing situations within five years after termination of the
funding agreement."

E. TIME PERIODlength of project, renewability.

Section(s): Time Frame; Special Note

Pagepl: 87; 86

Summary: Projects will begin on Julj/ 1, 1982 and end June 30, 1983.

The final report should project any pr6posed advancement of
the activity for an additional one- or two-year period.

F. HUMAN RESOURCESexpertise, external participants, role of sponsor

Section(s4.:

Page(s):

Summary:

Qualifications of Project Staff, Consultants, and/or Subcon-

tractors

96, 97

This section describes (I) which staff members should be
designated and how they should be listed, (2) how consultants
should bd-listed, (3) the terms under which subcontractors
may be used and the terms of such agreements, and (4) what to
include if a specific person has not as yet been selected for

a position.

The role of the sponsor is not clearly specified.

G. FISCAL RESOURCESdollar restrictions or parameters

Section(s): Estimate of Funding Available

Page(s): 87

Summary: A maximum of eight proposals will be supported via this RFP
category at a total allocation of $100,000.
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0 H. AGENCY CAPACITY/CREDIBILITYpast accomplishments, cost-sharing, facili-

ties, in-kind contribution

Section(s): Qualifications of Project Staff, Consultants, and/or Subcon-

tractors; Facilities

Page(s): 96, 97, 98

Summary: These sections Of the proposal are to include capacity
statements in relation to staff experience and qualifica-
tions, and facilities and resources available, specifically
in terms of the project activity needs.

There doesn't appear to be any cost-sharing or in-kind con-
tribution, per se; however, there is a stipulation that the
institution continue the effort on its own past the one year
of outside funding (see Parts D aiid E).

I. SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATIONresumes, letters, other appendages

Section(s): Assurances

Page(s): 89

Summary: Assurance forms, provided in an appendix, must be completed

and signed by designated authorities.

No direct request for resumes is made, but it would be
natural to use resumes to describe the qualifications of
project staff, consultants, and others.

J. FUNDING SoURCE REVIEW CRITERIA--explicit, implicit

Section(s): Proposal Evaluation Guide

Page(s): 58-60

Summary: Criteria are provided for evaluating the proposal relative
to its objectives, procedures, evaluation, dissemination
planning outline, statement of impact, time/sequence graphic
presentation, qualifications, budget, equity, and synthesis.
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K. PRUPOSAL PREPARATIUN ANU SUBMISSIUN--formats, submission dates and
addresses

Section(s):

Page(s):

Summary:

Guidelines and Specifications for Preparing Proposals; Submit
Proposal To

88-98; 87

Eleven pages are devoted to how the proposal should be
physically prepared, how many copies must be prepared, what
sections should be included, and what each section must
contain.

No 'submission date is provided.

A call to the person named on p. 87 would need to be made
to secure that information.

Level of Performance: Your completed written anaTysis should have cited the
same sections and pages and covered the same major points as the "Model RFP)
Analysis." If you missed some points or have questions about any additional
points you made, review the "Request for Proposal," pp. 85-99, or check with
your resource person if necessary.

400.1".
Optional
IkActivit

You may wish to obtain an RFP offere6 by your own state educa-
tion agency--such as one related to VEA program improvement and
support, consumer and homemaking, and programs for the disad-

vantaged. You could analyze this RFP using a copy of the "RFP
Analysis Worksheet," pp. 101-104.

4.
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Learning Experience V

:

While", working in an actual 'administrative situation, develo
appl ications and, proposals for funding Vocational educa-
Mk.*

FINAL EXPERIENCE

art lit ,your administrative responsibilitY, devel oP

ications and proposals for fUnding voCational education,

programapplications.for federal and staW
Afotationaledutation-funding

Oanniiig for the development of project propotals,_

developing project proposals that integrate the 00,
of lour.= institution, the._ ohjectlies: of the- proposed
-pr;ojett, _an4 the review criteria of Vie -fyhding_ sq-pp-0-1

_

nes-__for-4u0Mi4sion3--tvegotiatiOn.,4-4
_

follow
_

-up of proposal s-

.

Vrt:. Mir -you -cOmplete each of the aboye actfYltiesOOC4,-
t*,.:S/O4r adtimities (in milting, on tapesrthrd:ugh a log)
1O44 :assesiment-Purposes. '7 ''

-

continued

*If you are not currently workihg in an actual administrative situation, this
learning experience may be deferred, with the approval of your resource per-
son, until you have access to an actual administrative situation.
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FINAL EXPERIENCE continued

Arrangeto have your/resource person review any products
(e.g., completed program applications and project proposajs,
proposal planning instruments, proposal writing guides) prO-

duced under your leadership. If possible, arrange to have

your resource person observe at least one instance in which

you are working with staff to plan and develop applications

and proposals.

Your total competency will be assessed by j/our resourccper-

son, using the "Administrator Performance Assessment ForA,"

pp. 111-113.

Based upon the criteria specified in this assessment instru-
ment, your resource person will determine whether you are
competent in developing applications and proposals for fund

ing vocational. education.
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Name

Date

ADMINISTRATOR PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM

Devel op Appl ications and Proposal s'

for Funding Vocational Education

Directions: Indicate the level of,the administrator's accomplishment by plac-
ing an. X in the appropriate box under the LEVEL OF PEFORMANCE heading. -If,
because of special circumstances, a performance component was not applicable,
or impossible to execute, place an X in the N/A box.

In completing program applications for federal
and state vocational education funding, the

411 administrator.:

1. identified and obtained the correct applica-
tion forms

2. completed all forms correctly, according to
directions

3. made copies of all forms for the institution's
files

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

V°1 G0°6 0,141.

4. submitted all forms to the proper place within

El El 0the necessary time limits

In planning proposal writing activities, the
administrator:

5. developed a feasible rationale for the program
expansion/development project --.. El CIE 0.

6.- identified funding sources that Might support
the proposed project effort a El 0 EJ

7. obtained proper authorization to pursue funding El DE 0

1 1 d

,



LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE e
Goob ,,,se

8. analyzed the RFP tor proposal criteria and

guidelines d
9. -assigned aPpropriate staff to the proposal'

development El 0 0 0
10. provided staff with adequate direction and

El 0 El pc)
In overseeing the writing of the proposal to fund

given projects, the admini4rator and/or the
proposal writing team und6F FilVher direction:

11.' wrote a clear and concise' proposal rationale E 0 0 0 :113
12. wroteadetailed and logical procedure section 0 0 0 0 Ly1:3

13. wrote an evaluation plan consistent with

funding source criteria El 0 0 0
14. wrote a management plan that'integrated the

institution's resources

15. presented the details of a budget

f.
assembled the proposal package accurately and

completely

17. wrote wel,l, using clear, simple language

In submitting the proposal, the administrator:

18. evaluated the final product to ensure that it:

a., contained all necessary components as

designated by funding source

b. included a reasonable and realisties,scope

'of-work

cs presented a reasonable and realistic time

line

( 112

1 1 7

0 0 0 0
El 0 0 El p
El El 0 El
0 0 0 El



d. included a workable, accurately calculated
budget

e. provided adequate evidence to support the
institution's need and qualifications for

the funds

f. was we44 written

19. secured review of and final approval for the

proposal

20. nad the package delivered to the right person

at the rightstime

21. followed up appropriately upon receipt of
feedback, depending on whether the proposal
was accepted, rejected, or required additional

negotiation

)
LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

%SA °°1 Go°6 rcGt

-0 0 0 0

Level of Performance: Ali items must receive N/A, GOOD, or EXCELLENT

responses. If any item receives a NONE, POOR, or FAIR response, the adminis-_
trator and resource person should meet to determine what additional activities

the administrator needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak

are.a(s).
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'Additional Recommended References
Clayton, Kermeta. "Obtaining Grants from Foundations and

Corporations." Journal of Home Economics. 74 (Spring
1982). 30-32

Cook, Desmond L. Program Evaluation and Review Tech-
nique Applications in Education. Lanham, MD: Univer-
sity Press of America,'1978.

Gustafson, Richard A Proposal Writing: Obtaining New
Fundingjor Career Guidance Programs. Columbus,
OH. ThelNational Center for Research in Vocational
Education, The Ohio State University, 1979.

Horgen, Gregory C. Playing the Funding Game Edited by
Sharon Terry Sacramento, CA. Human Services De-
velopment Center, 1981.`i.`.

Sladek, Fred E , and Stein, Edtiene L. Grant Budgeting and
Finance. Getting the Most Out of Your Grant Dollar
New York, NY. Plenum Publishing Corporation, 1981.

Weiler, Patricia. Teacher Centers. Putting the Piedes To-
gether for Success A Guidebook for Teachers:Part
Five "Packaging the Proposal " Washington, DC. AFT
Teacher Center,Resource Exchange, 1978.

The following documentS, althofigh out of print, may be avail-
able in a local community or educational library.

Ammon-Wexler, Jill, and Carmel, Catherine. How to Create
a Winning Proposal. Santa Cruz, CA: Mercury Com-

amunications Corporation, 1978.
WGreen, Gary, A Proposal Writing Primer. Topeka, KS: Kansas

State. Department of Education, 1978.

Krathwohl, David. How to Prepare a Research Proposal.
Second Edition. Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University,
1976.

Mathews, Walter M.; Campbell, Patricia B.; Hunter, Lisa; and
Robinson, Margaret Developing Successful Proposals
in' Women's Educational Equity. Volume II: The Swipe
File; and Volume III: The Supplement. San Francisco,
CA Far West Laboratory for Educational Research
and Development, 1979.

Morrow, John C. A gasic Guide to fl'roposal Development.
Third Edition. Silver Spring, MD: Business Publishers,
1977
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